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Welcome!
We are excited to be able to present our Fall
Class List - covering all our classes from
August through December. We are offering
classes in person, online, and hybrid, as well
as tours to help you discover the Athens you
didn’t know.

River’s Crossing
850 College Station Road
Athens, GA 30602-4811
Telephone: 706.542.7715

EMAIL: olli@uga.edu
WEBSITE: www.olli.uga.edu
FACEBOOK: olli-uga

We have Summer Programs still available
for registration — details can be found on
p4 of this catalog. We also have a Fall Wine
Trip scheduled for October 20, for which
registration is currently open.

YOUTUBE: @olliuga
OLLI Staff

For those who prefer taking classes via Zoom,
we are offering an online option for many
classes taught in-person at River’s Crossing,
in addition to online-only classes. A link to the
registration site can be found at the bottom
of every page - just click Register Now to be
taken to the Sign-In Page

Calendar

Mamie Mierzwak
Vacant
Vacant
Greg Mitsoff

OLLI Board of Directors 2022-23
Roy Martin
Navin Patel
Liz Powell
Chuck Terry
Alexis Winger

OLLI Committee Chairs 2022-23

Thank you to the Curriculum Committee for
their work putting this semester’s classes
together. Special thanks to the Editorial Team
headed up by Nancy Grayson for their work on
the catalog.

Register Now

Tim Meehan
Shelly Magruder
Amanda Nix
Rita Healan

OLLI Officers of the Board 2022-23
President
President Elect
Secretary
Treasurer
Jane Amos
Norman Baldwin
Laura Carter
Victor Gagliano
Doug Kleiber

If you’d like assistance with Zoom, please
contact the office (olli@uga.edu) and we
will help you through the set-up process.
Instructions for using Zoom are also available
in this catalog, and in videos on our website
(olli.edu.uga).

Registration for
Fall Classes Opens
Wednesday, July 20, at 10:00AM

Executive Director
Office Manager
Program Coordinator
Office Assistant

Bylaws
Curriculum

Barbara Lewis
Angela Greene &
Elizabeth Kraft
Finance
Carol Coman
Fund Development
Vacant
Hospitality
Terry Kaley
Information Technology
Vacant
Long Range Strategic Planning Susan Dougherty
Marketing & Communications Patricia Dixen
Membership
Dawn Torcivia
Nominating
Mamie Mierzwak
Shared Interest Groups
Vacant
Travel Study
Jeanne Davis-Blair
Editors, OLLI Times

Greg Mitsoff
Larry Dendy		

Host Coordinators
Historian
Parliamentarian

Vacant
William Loughner
Vacant
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olli@uga.edu
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Shared Interest Groups
(SIGs)
Shared Interest Groups (SIGs) are now
meeting in person as well as online!
Check our online calendar to see when
they meet and visit OLLI COMM to join
or view updates and other information.

Parking
Applications for 2022/2023 parking
tags for River’s Crossing are available
starting August 1, 2022, online at olli.
uga.edu. Parking tags will be available

for pickup from the OLLI office on or
after the third business day following
submittal of your application.
Each tag costs $20, and may be used
by others in your household. The tag
will enable you to park ONLY in the
River’s Crossing parking lot through
7/31/2023.
The River’s Crossing parking lot is
monitored daily until 4:00 PM by UGA
Parking Services. Please ensure that
your parking tag is displayed properly
in your vehicle when you park in this
lot. Failure to do so may result in the
issuance of a parking ticket with a fine
of $70. Parking after 4:00PM is free.
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If you do not wish to purchase a
parking tag, a parking permit may be
purchased through the ParkMobile app
for $5 a day.
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Summer Programs
OLLI@UGA Summer Film Festival
This year the theme of the festival is a tribute to the great Japanese filmmaking team of
Akira Kurosawa (director) and Toshiro Mifune (actor). The films being shown include the
famous Seven Samurai (on which the American film Magnificent Seven is based). All films
are shown at 2pm and are free to attend but please register in advance so that we can ensure there is enough seating.

July 8: Throne of Blood
July 15 & 22: Seven Samurai
July 29: Yojimbo

Osher at Dartmouth Summer Lecture Series
“Never, since 1860, has there been a more necessary time to address the challenges to
our democracy. As the United States lurched toward the Civil War, we were confronted
with many of the issues that once again rear their heads; a country hopelessly polarized;
newspapers filled with untruths; the Electoral College, giving extra power to small, rural
states; and possibly most significant, slavery, often called ‘America’s Original Sin’ about
to bring the nation to war with itself and make race an issue that we would have to contend with up to this very day.”
Register for all six lectures for $60, or individually for $12
9:00AM - 11:30AM
July 7: James Campbell: The Crisis of American Polarization
July 14: Grant Tudor: Why America Needs a New Electoral System
July 21: Niambi Carter: Redefining the Meaning of Race in the 21st Century
July 28: Michelle A. Amazeen: Warning: American Media May be Detrimental to
Democracy
August 4: Mike Smeltzer: The Decline of Democracy
August 11: Nolan McCarty: Can America Govern Itself?
Register Now

Calendar
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Travel Study
Wineries of North Georgia
Mark your calendars and plan to join a fun group of OLLI members on the first postCOVID day trip. We will leave from and return to Athens on Thursday, October 20 (yes,
we did work around the UGA Football schedule) to visit three vineyards in north Georgia and have a box lunch from an Amish bakery. There will be room for 40 on a roomy,
comfortable coach. You won’t have to drive, just enjoy tasting wine and the beautiful leaf
color of fall in north Georgia. The trip will be lead by Dindy Owens
Cost: $165.00 (Guest spots are available - please contact the office)

Class Sponsorship Opportunities
We are delighted to give you an opportunity to sponsor an OLLI class in recognition or
honor of a particular person, an interest, idea, event, anniversary, or most anything.
Here’s how it works.
Choose the class(es) you’d like to sponsor.
Fill out this short form at least 10 days ahead of the first class meeting.
There will be just one sponsor per class, so the first person who submits a request for
that class will be the sponsor. These funds will be especially helpful to OLLI@UGA as they
will go toward expanding and enhancing our members’ experience.
We have set a minimum contribution of $150 for a sponsorship.
In appreciation for the sponsorship, your name and the person/event being recognized
will be: added to a special class sponsorship page; posted to OLLI Comm and the website;
included in the email with the class link; PowerPoint slide at the beginning of class; included in a slide at the Annual Meeting; included in the Annual Report.
Sponsorship Form: olli.uga.edu/class_sponsorships

Register Now

Calendar
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Short-Term Volunteer Opportunities
River’s Crossing Greeter

Give your fellow members a warm welcome and help new members get oriented with
River’s Crossing- finding classrooms, parking tags, snacks, and bathrooms!
This does not require a large time commitment, just a willingness to be a friendly face a
couple of times a month.
For more information contact Shelly Magruder (shellygm@uga.edu)

Class Host

Once inside the classroom, you can help by showing members where to sign in, assisting
the speaker introducing the speaker and finishing off by thanking them for their work
with OLLI. Members who volunteer to host classes get a chance to register early and confirm their seat.
For more information contact Amanda Nix (anix1@uga.edu).

Committee Volunteer Opportunities
OLLI@UGA depends on dedicated volunteers - members just like yourself - with
willingness to enhance the experiences of their fellow members and themselves.
Whether you’d like to help organize classes, social events or travel, or to support OLLI
members and activities in other ways, there’s a committee for you!
Visit OLLI COMM and click on the committee of your choice to join, or email us at olli@
uga.edu and we will connect you with a committee representative.
Thank you, OLLI volunteers!

Class Type Legend
RC = In-Person only class at River’s Crossing
Z = Online only class via Zoom
RC / Z = In-Person and Online Class (register by your attendance preference)
OS = Off-Site In-Person class

Register Now

Calendar
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Week 1

Fall Schedule 2022 (Weeks 1-3)
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

August 15

August 16

August 17

August 18

August 19

10:00AM: The Creation
of Everglades National
Park

10:00AM: The Democrats, the Republicans,... (Session 1 of 3)
10:00AM: Investment
Basics
2:00PM: Delta Air
Lines Collections ...

Week 2

August 22
2:00PM: Between
the Sheets: Images of
Women in American
Popular Songs

10:00AM: Georgia’s
2022 Mental Health
Legislation
12:00N: Composting
Basics with Tour ...

2:00PM: African Ameri-

can Literature (Session 2
of 6)

2:00PM: Emergency
Preparedness
5:00PM: Foot Care:
They Must Last...

August 24

10:00AM: Overview
of Savoy Automobile
Museum

10:00AM: Safety and
Justice: How Should
Communities Reduce
Violence?
National Issues Forum

12:00N: CBD (Cannabidiol) for Better Health
(Session 1 of 5)

August 25

August 26

11:30AM: Oceans of
Grain: Black Paths...
(Lunch & Learn)

10:00AM: The Four Pillars of the New Retirement: ...

10:00AM: Georgia National Fairgrounds

10:00AM: Tinnitus, or
That Annoying Sound...

1:00PM: Joy of Metalsmithing (Session 1
of 3)

1:00PM: Metalsmithing
(Session 2 of 3)

1:00PM: Metalsmithing
(Session 3 of 3)

10:00AM: Medicare
Open Enrollment FAQs
(Session 1 of 2)

2:00PM: The Science
and Art of Fermentation

2:00PM: Southeastern
Quilt and Textile Museum: An Overview

2:00PM: African American Literature (Session
2:00PM: Climate
1 of 6)
Change Economics

August 29

Week 3

August 23

10:00AM: Racial Conflict Resolution and the
Price of Being Perfect

August 30

August 31

September 1

September 2

10:00AM: Where is
Lake Dixie? -- Athens: Four Enigmatic
Pleasure Resorts of the
Roaring Twenties

10:00AM: Louis Comfort Tiffany from the
Gilded Age to Art Nouveau

10:00AM: Youth and
Opportunity: ... National Issues Forum

10:00AM: Tree Identification in the Piedmont

2:00PM: Economics of
Immigration

2:00PM: Meditative
Doodling

2:00PM: Please Allow
Me to Introduce Myself: The Story of the
Devil (Session 1 of 5)

2:00PM: Margaret
Fuller: Trailblazing
Feminist of the 19th
Century

Week 4

Fall Schedule 2022 (Weeks 4-6)
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

September 5

September 6

September 7

September 8

September 9

Office Closed in
Observance of
Labor Day

Week 5

September 12
10:00AM: Photo Editing with Apple Photos...
(Session 1 of 3)

2:00PM: African Ameri-

can Lit... (Session 3 of 6)

September 19

Week 6

10:00AM: Photo Editing
with Apple Photos... (Session 2 of 3)
12:00N: Unified Government of Athens-Clarke County:...

2:00PM: African Ameri-

can Literature (Session 4
of 6)

11:30AM: Sometimes
It’s Difficult to Appreciate How Far We
Have Come... (Lunch &
Learn)
2:00PM: Economic Inequality

September 13
10:00AM: Learn to
Start Your Plants Off
Right
2:00PM: The Federal
Debt
6:00PM: Greek Festival
Cooking Class

September 20

10:00AM: Conscious
Aging (Session 1 of 4)
10:00AM: Using the
UGA Libraries...
2:00PM: Everyone Has
a Story to Tell (Session
1 of 3)

September 14
10:00AM: Conscious Aging (Session 2 of 4)

2:00PM: Everyone Has a
Story to Tell (Session 2 of
3)

September 21

10:00AM: Athens’
Commitment to 100%...

10:00AM: F-117A
Stealth Fighter Stories:
Myths and Truths

10:00AM: ..Working-Class Voters (2 of 3)

10:00AM: Conscious Aging (Session 3 of 4)

11:30AM: My Story: ...
(Lunch & Learn)
2:00PM: Home Modifications: ...

2:00PM: Everyone Has a
Story to Tell (Session 3 of
3)

10:00AM: What Are
Conservation Easements, and Why Are
They Important?

10:00AM: Great Books-Great Conversations
(Session 1 of 7)

2:00PM: Great Decisions 2022 (Session 1
of 4)
2:00PM: ... The Story of
the Devil (Session 2 of 5)

2:00PM: Trans/late

September 15

9:30AM: Genealogy:
(Session 1 of 2)
12:00N: CBD for Better
Health (Session 2 of 5)
1:00PM: Beginning
Bridge 1 - Bidding
(Session 1 of 10)
2:00PM: Lewis Grizzard:...
2:00PM: ...the Devil (3/5

September 22

10:00AM: Tellus Science Museum
1:00PM: Bridge (2 of 10)
2:00PM: Somersett, by
Historian Phillip Goodrich...
2:00PM: ... The Story of
the Devil (Session 4 of 5)

September 16

12:00N: Poetry and
Place

September 23
10:00AM: Autumn Tour
of East Athens Wildflower...
10:00AM: Great Books
(Session 2 of 7)
5:00PM: Introduction
to Opera

Fall Schedule 2022 (Weeks 7-9)
SUNDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

September 25

September 27

September 28

September 29

September 30

Week 7

2:00PM: Tour of Camp
Kiwanis (1 of 2)

MONDAY
September 26
10:00AM: Photo Editing...
(Session 3 of 3)
10:00AM: The Scientific Revolution (1 of 4)
2:00PM: African American Lit... (Session 5 of 6)

October 3

Week 8

10:00AM: Que Tal
Compadre?: Tales of a
Peace Corp Volunteer
10:00AM The Scientific
Revolution (Session 3 of
4)

2:00PM: African Ameri-

can Literature (Session 6
of 6)

October 10

Week 9

10:00AM: Women at
War, WWII
1:30PM: Introduction
to Petanque
2:00PM: Exploring
Macon Georgia, the
Song and Soul...

10:00AM: Surviving
Retirement: Building a
Bridge ...
10:00AM: Three Great
Alabama Road Trips...
2:00 Poetry and Leonard Cohen’s Dear
Heather

October 4
10:00AM: Creating a
Wildflower Garden...

11:30AM: Giving Voice
to Linnentown (Lunch
& Learn)

October 11
10:00AM: Understanding Dementia Care

2:00PM: Milledge
Avenue from Broad to
Baxter:...

10:00AM: Conscious Aging (Session 4 of 4)

9:30AM: Genealogy: (Session 1 of 2)

10:00AM The Scientific
Revolution (Session 2 of
4)

1:00PM: Bridge (3 of 10)

10:00AM: Pat Conroy
as Lifelong Mentor

2:00PM: eBird: Citizen
Science in Your Own
Backyard
2:00PM: ... The Story of
the Devil (Session 5 of 5)

10:00AM: Medicare Open
Enrollment FAQs (Session 2 of 2)

10:00AM: Discussion of
How the Word Is Passed:..
(Session 1 of 5)

10:00AM: How to Use
the Banner-Herald
E-edition...

10:00AM: Great Books
(Session 3 of 7)

10:00AM The Scientific
Revolution (Session 4 of
4)

1:00PM: Bridge (4 of 10)

2:00PM: The State of
Georgia and Cherokee
Removal

October 5

October 12
10:00AM: Long-Term
Care Planning
10:00AM: How the Word
Is Passed:...(Session 2 / 5)
2:00PM: Athens Streets
& Neighborhoods:
The Origins of Some
Street Names and Place
Names

October 6

2:00PM: The Qur’an:
(Session 1 of 5)

2:00PM: The War
after the War: A New
History ...
October 13
10:00AM: Bearing Witness to Occupation: ...
12:00N: CBD for Better
Health (Session 3 of 5)
1:00PM: Bridge (5 of 10)
2:00PM: Great Decisions
(Session 2 of 4)
2:00PM: The Qur’an:
(Session 2 of 5)

October 7

10:00AM: Patton’s
Third Army: ...
2:00PM: War at the
End of the World
October 14
10:00AM: Estate Planning and ...
10:00AM: The American Medical Sideshow
2:00PM: Under Attack:
Anti-Protest Laws in
Georgia and Beyond

Fall Schedule 2022 (Weeks 10-12)

Week 10

MONDAY

10:00AM: Marine Protected Areas

2:00PM: Dear Regina:
Flannery O’Connor’s
Letters from Iowa

Week 11

SUNDAY
October 23
2:00PM: Tour of Camp
Kiwanis (2/2)

MONDAY
October 24
10:00AM: Urban Landscape Photography:
(Session 1 of 3)

Week 12

October 31

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

October 18

October 19

October 20

October 21

10:00AM: ..WorkingClass Voters (Session 3 of
3)
10:00AM: Masters of
the Air... (Session 1 of
2)
3:00PM: Hidden Lives
in a Community of Enslaved Georgians

October 25
10:00AM: Masters of the
Air... (Session 2 of 2)
11:30AM: More Dynamic Courtroom Moments (Lunch & Learn)

2:00PM: The Amazing Machu Picchu
November 1

9:30AM: Newspapers
for Family History
10:00AM: How the Word
Is Passed:...(Session 3 of
5)
2:00PM: Planned Gifts:
How to Make a Difference

October 26
10:00AM: How the Word
Is Passed:...(Session 4 of
5)

2:00PM: The Classic
City: Athens, GA, from
Then (1990s) to Now

November 2

10:00AM: Urban Landscape Photography: ...
(session 2 of 3)

10:00AM: Revitalizing
Your Relationships in
the Time of COVID-19

10:00AM: How the Word
Is Passed:...(Session 5 of
5)

2:00PM: Are You Ready
for an Electric Vehicle?

10:00AM: Finding
Private Adams: How
America (and Europe)
Honors Her War Dead

12:00N: The Many
Riches of World Travel,
from A to Z, and Why It
Remains So Rewarding
Today

10:00AM: The Bricks
before Brown: ...The
Struggle for Educational Equality
1:00PM: Bridge (6 of 10)

10:00AM: Drinking
Water Treatment Plant

2:00PM: The Great
American Songbook:
Johnny Mercer
2:00PM: The Qur’an:
(Session 3 of 5)

Georgia Politics (Session 1 of 4)

October 27

10:00AM: Compassion
or Reaction? ...
1:00PM: Bridge (7 of 10)
2:00PM: Social Life in
the Movies
2:00PM: The Qur’an:
(Session 4 of 5)

November 3

10:00AM: Great Books
(Session 4 of 7)

12:00N: Women in

2:00PM: Eudora
Welty’s A Curtain...

October 28
10:00AM: Get to Know
UGA’s Ramsey Center
10:00AM: Tour of the
Porcelain and Decorative Arts Museum

12:00N: Women in

Georgia Politics (Session
2 of 4)

November 4

10:00AM: Great Gardens of the World (Session 1 of 3)

10:00AM: Great Books
(Session 5 of 7)

1:00PM: Bridge (8 of 10)

Georgia Politics (Session
3 of 4)

1:00PM: Maps, Gazetteers, Atlases and Other
Essential Tools
2:00PM: The Qur’an:
(Session 5 of 5)

12:00N: Women in

12:00N: Alzheimer’s
Disease: A look at
patient and caregiver
responses

Fall Schedule 2022 (Weeks 13-15)
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

November 7

November 8

November 9

November 10

November 11

Week 13

10:00AM: Urban Photography: ... (session 3 of 3)
12:00N: Governmental
Health Care in America
2:00PM: Gardening
Tools need to be Cuddled and Caressed

November 14

10:00AM: The Great
Commanders

2:00PM: How to Taste:
The Practical Science of
Wine Enjoyment

November 15

Week 14

10:00AM: Future Perfect
10:00AM: Historic UGA
North Campus...
2:00PM: Athens, GA-Outside/In: A Brief
Introduction to the
Athens Music Scene

Week 15

November 21

11:30AM: Rabbit Box:..
(Lunch & Learn)
2:00PM: Fake News is
Not New!...

November 22

10:00AM: Why Did
Your Mother Tell You
to Eat Carrots? ...
2:00PM: Glyphosate
(Roundup): Ideal Herbicide or Global Menace?

November 16
10:00AM: Libby and
Overdrive Apps: ...
12:00N: Saudi Arabia:
An Understanding of
the Kingdom
2:00PM: Tour of the
UGA Veterinary Teaching Hospital

November 23

10:00AM: Great Gardens
of the World (Session 2
of 3)
12:00N: CBD for Better
Health (Session 4 of 5)

10:00AM: Parables...
The Reaction They Got
Back Then

12:00N: Women in

1:00PM: Bridge (9 of 10)

Georgia Politics (Session
4 of 4)

2:00PM: Great Decisions
(Session 3 of 4)

2:00PM: The Athens
Fibercraft Guild: A
Community of Crafters

November 17
10:00AM: Great Gardens
of the World (Session 3 of
3)
1:00PM: Bridge (10 of 10)
2:00PM: The Great
American Songbook:
Songs of Jerome Kern

November 24

November 18
10:00AM: Great Books
(Session 6 of 7)

2:00PM: Writing
Workshop: Preserving
a Delicate History

November 25

10:30AM: The Universe
and You

Office Closed in observance of
Thanksgiving

Week 16

Fall Schedule 2022 (Weeks 16-18)
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

November 28

November 29

November 30

December 1

December 2

10:00AM: Otis Redding,
His Life and Legacy

10:00AM: Skills Practice for...
11:30AM: Unreconciled:
Confronting the Legacy
of Jim Crow ...
(Lunch & Learn)
2:00PM: Always Free,
Always Online:...

Week 17

December 5
10:00AM: The Buddhist Non-Self: ...(Session 1 of 2)

2:00PM: Basic Floral
Design

Week 18

December 12

December 6
10:00AM: The Buddhist
Non-Self:(Session 2 of 2)
10:00AM: Writing
Workshop: Grief Journaling and Writing
Through Loss
2:00PM: Depictions of
Vietnam Veterans on
Television

December 13

10:00AM: The Five
“Must Have” Elements
of a Murder Mystery

10:00AM: It’s Just Not
Cricket...But It Is! (Session 1 of 3)

10:00AM: Great Books
(Session 7 of 7)

2:00PM: iPhone & Apple Watch: Everything
You Want to Know but
Were Afraid to Ask

December 7

December 8

10:00AM: Mystery
Fiction Choices: The
Hard-boiled Detective
to “Cozy” Mysteries

10:00AM: It’s Just Not
Cricket...But It Is! (Session
2 of 3)
12:00N: CBD for Better
Health (Session 5 of 5)

12:00N: Hearing Well
and Longevity

2:00PM: Great Decisions
(Session 4 of 4)

December 14

11:30AM: Thomas Cole
(1801-1848) and the
Hudson River School: ...
(Lunch & Learn)

December 15
10:00AM: It’s Just Not
Cricket...But It Is! (Session
3 of 3)

2:00PM: Invasive/
Non-Native Plants:
Identification and Control

2:00PM: The Great
American Songbook:
Irving Berlin

December 9
10:00AM: Interlibrary
Loan and Online Library Resources

December 16

Lunch & Learn at Trumps (1)
All Lunch & Learns are held at Trumps Catering from 11:30AM-1:30PM.
Cost $33 per person (Guest spots are available - please contact the office).
The deadline for registration for Lunch & Learns is one week before the event.
Title

Instructor Date

Oceans of Grain: Black Paths, the World’s Trade and Russia’s 500 Year War

Nelson

Aug 23 (Tu)

Sometimes It’s Difficult to Appreciate How Far We Have Come in Our
Lifetimes

Black

Sep 6 (Tu)

My Story: Born in Scotland and Growing up in Civil Rights Era Birmingham

Hardin

Sep 20 (Tu)

Giving Voice to Linnentown

Whitehead

Oct 4 (Tu)

More Dynamic Courtroom Moments

Carlson

Oct 25 (Tu)

Rabbit Box: Creating Community, One Story at a Time

Wilmoth /
Crawley /
Kaley

Nov 15 (Tu)

Unreconciled: Confronting the Legacy of Jim Crow through the
Consolidation of Two Colleges in Georgia

Dunning

Nov 29 (Tu)

Thomas Cole (1801-1848) and the Hudson River School: A Higher Sort of
Landscape Painting.

Simon

Dec 13 (Tu)

Oceans of Grain: Black Paths, the World’s Trade and Russia’s 500 Year War
Aug 23 (Tu)
This talk will explore the 1,000-year history of the world’s trade in grain, and how Russian and U.S. competition for grain exports between the 1790’s and World War I contributed to wars and revolutions in Ukraine, Russia, and the United States.
Scott Nelson
Scott Nelson is the Georgia Athletic Association Professor of History at UGA. His 2006
book Steel Drivin’ Man, about the legend of John Henry, won four national awards including the Curti Prize for best book in US history. His latest book, Oceans of Grain: How American Wheat Remade the World, explains the deep background to Russian expansion. It has
been featured on BBC, CBC, NPR, and favorably reviewed in the Wall Street Journal.

Register Now

Calendar
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Lunch & Learn at Trumps (2)
All Lunch and Learns are held at Trump’s Catering from 11:30AM-1:30PM.
Cost $33 per person (Guest spots are available - please contact the office).
The deadline for registration for lunch and learns is one week before the event.
Sometimes It’s Difficult to Appreciate How Far We Have Come in Our Lifetimes
Sep 6 (Tu)
								
Dr. Black will describe being one of the first African American students residing in the
dormitories of the University of Georgia. His experiences provide insight into the conditions of residence hall life in the 1960’s and especially the racial challenges at that time.
UGA is naming its new freshman dormitory for him and two others who integrated its
freshman class in 1962. Dr. Black’s presentation will identify changes that have - and
have not - occurred in the following 60 years.
Harold Black
Harold A. Black is Professor Emeritus of Finance at the University of Tennessee. His undergraduate degree is from the University of Georgia, where the Terry College has announced a professorship in his honor. His PhD is from Ohio State University. President
Carter appointed him to the first National Credit Union Administration Board. He is past
chairman of the Nashville branch of the Federal Reserve of Atlanta. He has published extensively in the leading journals in business and economics.
My Story: Born in Scotland and Growing up in Civil Rights Era Birmingham
Oct 25
In a way, Ian Hardin grew up in two worlds. One was Scotland with its history and heritage. His mother imparted much of that to him before he even started public school in
blue-collar Birmingham, teaching him the poems and songs of Robert Burns and telling
him tales of the family matriarch, Grannie Mason. Ian’s other world was that of his Alabama-Georgia Dad’s openly racist family - and of Birmingham in the fifties and sixties,
where the notorious Bull Connor was in his father’s Sunday School class and visible as a
force against the Methodist minister in their church.
Ian Hardin
Ian Russell Hardin was born in Glasgow, Scotland, on August 3, 1944, of a Scottish Land
Army mother and a GI dad from Birmingham, Alabama. Ian was educated in Birmingham and holds a BS in Engineering from Auburn, an MS in Textile Engineering from
ITT Charlottesville, and a PhD in Chemistry from Clemson. He completed post-doctoral
training in polymer physics at Michigan.
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Lunch & Learn at Trumps (3)
All Lunch & Learns are held at Trump’s Catering from 11:30AM-1:30PM.
Cost $33 per person (Guest spots are available - please contact the office).
The deadline for registration for Lunch & Learns is one week before the event.
Giving Voice to Linnentown
Oct 4 (Tu)
Hattie Whitehead will describe her early childhood years in the 1960s and how her life
and the lives of other Linnentown families changed the moment the City of Athens and
the University of Georgia entered into an Urban Renewal (UR) contract. As a result of UR,
Linnentown properties were taken for the university’s expansion, residents were forced
to move, and families were separated. Decades later, Whitehead chronicled life in Linnentown and her leadership role in seeking justice on behalf of Linnentown and its first
descendants. Her goal is to give voice to a once vibrant and thriving community that was
erased.
Hattie Whitehead
Hattie is the President of the Linnentown Project and Co-chair of the Athens-Clarke
County Justice and Memory Project which makes recommendations to enact legislative
demands stated in the Linnentown Resolution for Recognition and Redress which the
Athens-Clarke County Mayor and Commission adopted in February 2021. This is the first
official form of reparations in the state of Georgia.
More Dynamic Courtroom Moments
Oct 25 (Tu) 												
Ron Carlson returns to OLLI@UGA Luncheons to share more fascinating stories of dramatic court cases. His presentation provides an entertaining, behind-the-scenes look at
cases in today’s headlines as he explores the human dimensions that animate courtroom
disputes.
Ron Carlson Luncheon
Professor Carlson is Fuller E. Callaway Professor Emeritus of Law. He is the author of 18
books on trial evidence and criminal procedure. Also the senior legal analyst for WSB Radio, he broadcasts insights on high-profile court cases in the news. His comments have
been sought out by NBC International, The Washington Post, The New York Times, and even
the Daily Beast.
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Lunch & Learn at Trumps (4)
All Lunch & Learns are held at Trump’s Catering from 11:30AM-1:30PM.
Cost $33 per person (Guest spots are available - please contact the office).
The deadline for registration for Lunch & Learns is one week before the event.
Rabbit Box: Creating Community, One Story at a Time
Nov 15 (Tu)
								
Everyone has a story and Rabbit Box Storytelling offers a place for those stories to be
told. Rabbit Box began 10 years ago and was inspired by the Moth Radio Hour on National
Public Radio. All our storytellers are local and all the stories are true. This presentation
will review the history of Rabbit Box, explain how the shows are produced and tell how
you can become involved as an audience member or a storyteller. Then three seasoned
Rabbit Box storytellers will treat you to some of their favorite stories.
Charles Wilmouth
Charles “Shorty” Wilmouth is an Arkansas transplant. He retired from Honeywell Information Systems and had a second career as network administrator for a school system.
He has told several stories for Rabbit Box both online and in person.
Connie Crawley
Connie Crawley, a registered dietitian retired from the University of Georgia Extension,
currently is the dietitian for Mercy Health Clinic and a simulated patient for the medical
school. She has been a Rabbit Box Board member since 2019.
Terry Kaley
Terry Kaley is a retired dietitian who devotes most of her time to the OLLI@UGA organization and to the Athens Chautauqua Society. She comes from a long line of Texas outlaws and storytellers and is a regular Rabbit Box storyteller.
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Lunch & Learn at Trumps (5)
All Lunch & Learns are held at Trump’s Catering from 11:30AM-1:30PM.
Cost $33 per person (Guest spots are available - please contact the office).
Deadline for registration for Lunch & Learns is one week before the event.
Unreconciled: Confronting the Legacy of Jim Crow through the Consolidation of Two
Colleges in Georgia
Nov 29 (Tu)
Issues of race, history, and culture simmer just below the surface of our everyday lives.
Few take time to talk “calmly and rationally” about how we Americans can reconcile
the past to build a common future using logic, reason, and data. How do well-meaning
people help a community move beyond its past when confronted by those who hold ingrained stereotypes, profit from maintaining the status quo, or are filled with antipathy
toward others? Arthur Dunning journeyed through this quagmire as he led the consolidation of the historically black Albany State University and the historically white two-year
college in Albany, Darton State College.
Arthur Dunning
Arthur N. Dunning is an accomplished African American administrator, scholar, and
lecturer with a distinguished track record in higher education in Alabama and Georgia,
including service as Vice Chancellor for International Programs and Outreach for the
University of Alabama System; Senior Vice Chancellor for Human and External Resources
with the University System of Georgia; Vice President for Public Service and Outreach at
the University of Georgia; and President of Albany State University.
Thomas Cole (1801-1848) and the Hudson River School: A Higher Sort of Landscape
Painting.
Dec 13 (Tu)
Thomas Cole, the so-called father of the Hudson River School of American landscape
painting, was born in England’s industrialized Lancashire and immigrated with his family to the United States at the age of 18. Essentially self-taught, he would transform landscape painting into what he called “a higher sort” that combined scenic specificity with
history, literary and allegorical meaning. We will examine how specific terrain like the
Catskills intersected with his growing concerns about environmental degradation and the
Jacksonian greed for things, not thoughts. In addition, we will analyze his epic masterpiece, The Course of Empire of 1834-36.
Janice Simon
Dr. Janice Simon has taught Art History at the University of Georgia since 1988. She received her MA and Ph.D. at the University of Michigan where she studied with the foremost authority on the Hudson River School artists, Thomas Cole and Frederic Edwin
Church. In addition to teaching and writing about American art, especially landscape
painting, Janice has taught courses on Spirituality in Modern Art and the Filmic Art of
Alfred Hitchcock.
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Week 1 (August 15-19)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

The Creation of Everglades National Park

Wilhelm

1

$12

Aug 15 (Mo)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC/Z

The Democrats, the Republicans, and Working-Class Voters

Grafstein

3

$30

Aug 16 (Tu)
Sep 20 (Tu)
Oct 18 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:00AM
10:00AM - 11:00AM
10:00AM - 11:00AM

Z

Investment Basics

Kent

1

$12

Aug 16 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:30AM

RC

Delta Air Lines Collections Mastrovita
in the Digital Library of
Georgia

1

$12

Aug 16 (Tu)

2:00PM - 3:00PM

RC/Z

Racial Conflict Resolution
and the Price of Being
Perfect

Anderson

1

$12

Aug 17 (We)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC/Z

Emergency Preparedness

Thompson

1

$12

Aug 17 (We)

2:00PM - 3:00PM

RC

Foot Care: They Must Last
a Lifetime

DiPalma

1

$12

Aug 17 (We)

5:00PM - 6:00PM

OS

Overview of Savoy Automobile Museum

Staff

1

$12

Aug 18 (Th)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

Z

CBD (Cannabidiol) for
Better Health

Hart

5

$48

Aug 18 (Th)
Sep 15 (Th)
Oct 13 (Th)
Nov 10 (Th)
Dec 8 (Th)

12:00N12:00N12:00N12:00N12:00N-

RC

Safety and Justice: How
Should Communities
Reduce Violence? National
Issues Forum

Holt

1

$12

Aug 19 (Fr)

10:00AM - 12N

1:00PM
1:00PM
1:00PM
1:00PM
1:00PM

RC

The Creation of Everglades National Park
Aug 15 (Mo)											RC / Z
10:00AM - 11:00AM										
$12
Created in 1947, Everglades National Park was formed to protect the threatened biology and ecology of this subtropical wetland. This park broke new ground and challenged both the traditions of the Park Service and the politics of nature in America.
While most parks protected sweeping scenic vistas for the pleasure of tourists, this
park protected humble plants, dangerous predators, and previously reviled swamps.
The Everglades National Park’s justifications foreshadowed what would later become a
modern environmental view of nature.
Chris Wilhelm
Dr. Chris Wilhelm is an environmental historian who studies the modern U.S., the
modern South, and Florida. He received his Ph.D. from Florida State University, and
is currently an Associate Professor of History at the College of Coastal Georgia. Chris
is originally from Miami, Florida, and has a long relationship with the area’s natural
environments.
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The Democrats, the Republicans, and Working-Class Voters
Number of Sessions: 3: Aug 16 (Tu), Sep 20 (Tu), Oct 18 (Tu).			
Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$30
In the 1930s, Franklin Roosevelt created a very durable Democratic political coalition
whose lynchpin was the working class. Fast forward to 2022--a year of important
midterm elections--and we see that much of the working class has switched sides.
What accounts for this conversion? Economic forces, cultural changes, issues related to race, identity politics, and status anxiety? Did changes in the political parties
themselves lead to this reversal? This course explores these difficult questions whose
answers are essential to understanding the range of effective strategies available to
Democrats and Republicans and the kinds of policies they can implement.
Bob Grafstein
Robert Grafstein is the Georgia Athletic Association Distinguished Professor Emeritus
at the University of Georgia. He also was the associate dean and interim dean of the
School of Public and International Affairs. He received his BA from the University of
Pennsylvania and his MA and PhD from the University of Chicago. Specializing in political economy, he is the author of two books, co-editor of one, and author of numerous articles in leading political science journals.
Investment Basics
Aug 16 (Tu) 											RC
10:00AM-11:30AM										
$12
This class is designed to give an overview of investing. The basics will clear up common misunderstandings about how investments work. By the end of class, you should
be more familiar with risk vs reward, diversification, and different strategies to build
wealth and transfer it.
Trecy Kent
Trecy Kent is a Retired US Air Force Master Sergeant, former Economics and History
teacher, and current Financial Advisor with Edward Jones. He has a bachelor’s in Business Administration, a master’s in Secondary Education, and an Education Specialist
degree in Education Administration. He currently holds a Series 7 General Securities
Representative License, the Series 66 (Uniform Combined State Law Examination)
license, and a Georgia Insurance License.
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Delta Air Lines Collections in the Digital Library of Georgia
Aug 16 (Tu)												RC / Z
2:00PM-3:00PM											
$12
Collections detailing the growth of Delta Air Lines are available to the public online
through the Digital Library of Georgia (DLG), thanks to the Delta Flight Museum, the
University of Georgia Libraries, and GALILEO. These collections contain historical
items and business publications from Delta and its 40 affiliated airlines that make up
the “Delta family tree.” Delta has meticulously preserved materials from expansions,
moves, and mergers with other airlines over its century-long history. Mandy Mastrovita, digital projects librarian at the DLG, will showcase some of these materials and
how they can be found on the DLG’s website.
Mandy Mastrovita
Mandy Mastrovita is a digital projects librarian and certified digital marketing professional at the Digital Library of Georgia. She has a BFA in studio art and a BA in art
history from Tufts University, an MFA in printmaking from the University of Georgia, and an MLIS from the University of Alabama. She has published in Georgia Library
Quarterly, Provenance, Journal of the Society of Georgia Archivists, and in the Digital Library Federation’s Blog and News.
Emergency Preparedness
Aug 17 (We)
				
RC
2:00PM-3:00PM											
$12
How to protect important documents; plan to evacuate pets; places to meet if
separated; how to plan to leave with pets; family photos and artifacts; close before you
dose; Q&A
Emily Thompson
Emily Thompson is a Fire Sergeant & Community Risk Reduction Educator with
Athens-Clarke County Fire & Emergency Services. She has been a firefighter for 18
years total and 12 years here in Athens. She has two chickens (Helen and Blanch), a
hound dog (Ecco), an amazing family, and a loving boyfriend. Her favorite food is
steak and her best friend is vegan. Emily’s favorite passtime is giving out Free Hugs.
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Foot Care: They Must Last a Lifetime
Aug 17 (We)
			
OS
5:00PM-6:00PM											
$12
Dr. Frank DiPalma will discuss foot anatomy, how to take care of your feet to prevent
common problems encountered with aging such as bunions, corns, plantar fasciitis,
Morton’s neuroma, and hammertoes. He will discuss both nonsurgical and surgical
treatment of these and other foot conditions. He welcomes questions from class attendees.
This class will be presented at Presbyterian Village Athens. Please see your emailed
registration receipt for location notes.
Frank DiPalma
Dr. DiPalma has been practicing podiatric medicine and surgery for the past 47 years.
He has seen many foot deformities that have been a result of neglect or misinformation. He is devoted to educating the public and medical students in the art of preventing unnecessary pain, suffering, and sometimes limb loss.
Racial Conflict Resolution and the Price of Being Perfect
Aug 17 (We)
RC/Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
Much of America is in a disgruntled, argumentative mood. One of its most challenging
issues is race. As a journalism major from UGA and a writer by profession, Dub sees
communications and how we use and fear words as a part of the problem. How to resolve these conflicts of language and media-promoted conflict is a theme of his discussion. He sees conflict resolution, when all parties believe they are right, as a major
challenge of our day. His talk offers solutions presented in a frank, respectful manner,
that invites discussion and thoughtfulness.
William (Dub) Anderson
William “Dub” Anderson is a UGA graduate and the author of three novels and a biography. His first work as a writer was with Vogue magazine. Over the years he became
Creative Director for several Atlanta advertising agencies. He helped design Georgia’s
first curriculum for K-8 year old homeless children in Atlanta. His focus in community service has been promoting both the arts and mentor-based scholarships for minority students.
Overview of Savoy Automobile Museum
Aug 18, (Th)
Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
A highlight tour of the current galleries we are offering at the time of the class. Show
casing the most interesting or favorite of the exhibits and a presentation of what all
we have to offer here at Savoy Automobile Museum.
Facility Staff
This session will be led by a member of the museum staff and is TBD.
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CBD (Cannabidiol) for Better Health
Number of Sessions: 5: 										RC
Aug 18 (Th), Sep 15 (Th), Oct 13 (Th), Nov 10 (Th), Dec 8 (Th).
12:00N-1:00PM											
$48
CBD is produced by the cannabis plant. It interacts with the endocannabinoid system
of humans and other animals. CBD has been shown to decrease pain, decrease
stress, and improve sleep. It has been used to decrease the severity of auto-immune
disorders, like Parkinson’s, Crohn’s, and Rheumatoid Arthritis. This talk will focus on
the wellness aspects of hemp as well as the benefits to our overall happiness and wellbeing.
Alan Hart
Alan Hart is the owner of Franny’s Farmacy in Athens. He was raised in a farming
community. Alan received his bachelor of science degree from Cornell University in
Animal Science and Agricultural Business. He lives on his small farm in Watkinsville,
Georgia, with his wife, Dr. Kelsey Hart, and their two young girls. His advocacy of
Hemp and Cannabis has brought improved health and happiness to thousands of
Athens residents.
Safety and Justice: How Should Communities Reduce Violence? National Issues
Forum
Aug 19 (Fr) 										
RC
10:00AM-12:00N											
$12
The forum is an opportunity for participants to have a civil conversation about the
topic of safety and justice in our communities. It is organized around three options,
but participants may introduce other options. The process is called a deliberation
and not a debate. The moderator will remain neutral while encouraging an open and
honest examination of what we should do to reduce violence in our communities.
Margaret Holt
Margaret Holt is a retired faculty member in the Department of Adult Education at
the University of Georgia, and since 1981 has been an associate with the Charles F.
Kettering Foundation. She is one of six founders of the Jeannette Rankin Foundation,
a nonprofit organization that annually awards scholarships to older women pursuing
higher education. In 2018, she was honored by her state representative, Deborah
Gonzalez, on behalf of the Georgia Women’s Legislative Caucus, to receive a Nikki T.
Randall Servant Leadership Award.
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Week 2 (August 22-26)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

The Senior Relevance of African American Literature

Miller

6

$92

Aug 22 (Mo)
Aug 29 (Mo)
Sep 12 (Mo)
Sep 19 (Mo)
Sep 26 (Mo)
Oct 3 (Mo)

2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM

3:15PM
3:15PM
3:15PM
3:15PM
3:15PM
3:15PM

RC

Between the Sheets: Images
of Women in American
Popular Songs

Kelly /
Tingler

1

$12

Aug 22 (Mo)

2:00PM - 3:00PM

OS

Oceans of Grain: Black Paths,
the World’s Trade and Russia’s 500 Year War
(Lunch & Learn)

Nelson

1

$33

Aug 23 (Tu)

11:30AM - 1:30PM

OS

Joy of Metalsmithing

Dawe

3

$105

Aug 23 (Tu)
Aug 24 (We)
Aug 25 (Th)

1:00PM - 3:00PM
1:00PM - 3:00PM
1:00PM - 3:00PM

OS

Climate Change Economics*

Haveman
+ Guest

1

$12

Aug 23 (Tu)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

Z

The Four Pillars of the New
Retirement: Health, Family,
Purpose, and Finances

Ricks

1

$12

Aug 24 (We)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC

The Science and Art of Fermentation

Dean

1

$14

Aug 24 (We)

2:00PM - 4:00PM

OS

Georgia National Fairgrounds

Brown

1

$12

Aug 25 (Th)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

Z

Southeastern Quilt and Textile Museum: An Overview

Browning

1

$12

Aug 25 (Th)

2:00PM - 3:00PM

Z

Tinnitus, or That Annoying
Sound in Your Ear

Cohen

1

$12

Aug 26 (Fr)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC /Z

Medicare Open Enrollment
FAQs

Hurley

2

$21

Aug 26 (Fr)
Sep 30 (Fr)

10:00AM - 11:15AM
10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC

-

* This class is offered both as a four-part class on “Economics and the World” and separately.

The four part class includes: Climate Change Economics (Aug 23 (Tu)), Economics of Immigration (Aug 30
(Tu)), Economic Inequality (Sep 6 (Tu)), The Federal Debt (Sep 13 (Tu)), all at 2:00PM. Each of the classes
will be lead by John Haveman and a guest instructor.
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The Senior Relevance of African American Literature
Number of Sessions: 6: 										RC
Aug 22 (Mo), Aug 29 (Mo), Sep 12 (Mo), Sep 19 (Mo), Sep 26 (Mo), Oct 3 (Mo).
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$92
Week 1: Introduction, Toni Morrison, Song of Solomon, and the Recovery of Historic
Truth. Week 2: Song of Solomon: Importance of Public Text, Senior Memory, Wisdom.
Week 3: Langston Hughes and the Poems of Historical Memory: The Road Not Taken. Week 4: Hughes’s Poetics of Maturity, Reflection on Human Meaning, the Senior
Value of Learning from History. Week 5: Gwendolyn Brooks and Female Choice: Resistance to Modern and Post-Modern Censorship (abortion and sexuality). Week 6:
Brooks’ Artistic Redemption of Adulthood, Age, and even Death; conclusion: Literature
of Past, PRESENT, and Future.
$35 includes paperback of novel and duplication of 2 dozen poems. NO class on Monday, September 5th, Labor Day.
Dr. R Baxter Miller
R. Baxter Miller, Professor Emeritus of English and African American Studies, is the
author of more than a hundred publications on literature, including 13 books and
booklets. His work, The Art and Imagination of Langston Hughes, won the American Book
Award in 1991. Over the last forty years, Dr. Miller’s classes have achieved student ratings of 4.7 to 5.0. He encourages and inspires critical thinking.
Between the Sheets: Images of Women in American Popular Songs
Aug 22 (Mo)											
OS
2:00PM-3:00PM											
$12
Using slides and live music performance, Drs. Tingler & Kelly will present a survey
of the American parlor song from the late 19th century through the mid-20th century, focusing on the different images and roles of women projected by the sheet music
covers and lyrics.
This class will be presented at Presbyterian Village Athens. Please see your emailed
registration receipt for location notes.
Kevin Kelly
Recently retired (as of January 2021) as Supervisor of the Music Library at UGA’s
Hodgson School of Music, and teacher of music theory and American music, Dr. Kelly
is currently director of Athens Chamber Singers, Athens Recorder Ensemble, and the
music program at Friendship Presbyterian Church in Athens.
Stephanie Tingler
Retired (as of May 2022) from the voice faculty at UGA’s Hodgson School of Music, Dr.
Tingler is an accomplished recitalist who specializes in the vocal music of American
and women composers.
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Oceans of Grain: Black Paths, the World’s Trade and Russia’s 500 year war
See Full Description under Lunch & Learns
Joy of Metalsmithing
Number of Sessions: 3: Aug 23 (Tu), Aug 24 (We), Aug 25 (Th).			
OS
1:00PM-3:00PM											
$105
Class members will learn studio safety while using tools and metal to create jewelry.
We will use copper and brass wire and sheet. The instructor will provide all materials and tools for six students, and we will meet at the Lyndon House Art Center in the
Jewelry and Metal Studio for 3 consecutive days. Classes are 2 hours long. Once students learn studio safety, they will be entitled to use the LHAC facility following the
completion of the class for a period of one month.
Please see your receipt for location notes.
Sylvia Dawe
Sylvia Dawe developed metalsmithing skills through University of Georgia jewelry and
metals classes, community classes, and master workshops. Her creations are expressions of her appreciation of nature, architecture, and sentiment. The encouragement
of her teachers and supportive family have allowed her to continue following her passion for metalsmithing.
Climate Change Economics
Aug 23 (Tu) 											Z
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
Climate change is one of the most significant challenges humanity faces, but economics can help us understand the problem and how to address it. In this class we will
discuss the science of climate change (by way of background), and the economic costs
associated with it, the policy options for mitigating these costs, and evidence on the
real world experience with some of these policy tools.
John Haveman
Jon Haveman is Executive Director of the National Economic Education Delegation
(NEED). He has a reputation for providing audiences with economic information that
is readily useful in their work and private lives. Jon was previously a Senior Economist
with the President’s Council of Economic Advisers, and he also held a faculty position
in the Business School at Purdue University. His PhD in Economics is from the University of Michigan.
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The Four Pillars of the New Retirement: Health, Family, Purpose, and Finances
Aug 24 (We)						 					RC
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
Attendees will be empowered to think through their own circumstances, goals, and
challenges so that they can take action today that impacts their quality of life in retirement.
Denise Ricks
Denise began her career as an Edward Jones financial advisor in 2010. A native of Colorado, she has lived in Athens since 2002 and has been active in business and civic organizations since moving here. She attended the University of Northern Colorado and
University of Colorado. She holds the Series 7 and Series 66 securities representative
insurance licences and is licensed with the State of Georgia Insurance Commissioner.
The Science and Art of Fermentation
Aug 24 (We)
					
OS
2:00PM-4:00PM											
$14
Jason Dean will provide a tour of Figment Brewing along with detailed information
on the history and current state of fermented food and drink. Attendees will learn the
basics of how different fermentation methods work to preserve foods and enhance
the health of those who consume them. Attendees will be guided through the steps of
kombucha and lacto-fermentation, with the opportunity to sample finished products.
Attendees will leave with recipes for creating their own fermented food and drink at
home.
Please see receipt for location notes.
Jason Dean
Jason is an experienced brewer and graphic designer. Previous design work in the food
and beverage industry guided his work in creating a visually appealing brand. A love
for brewing and a desire to be his own boss resulted in the establishment of Figment
Brewing in 2018. Jason works to create delicious fermented drinks, highlighting locally
grown produce. His passion for sharing fermented food and drink continues to grow
with the business.
Georgia National Fairgrounds
Aug 25 (Th) 										
Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
An overall look at the Georgia National Fair and other events that take place at the
Georgia National Fairgrounds throughout the year.
Ashley Brown
Ashley Brown is the Commercial Sales Director for the Georgia National Fairgrounds &
Agricenter. In addition to booking various events for the Fairgrounds, he is also responsible for finding and booking all of the free outdoor entertainment, as well as the
outdoor commercial and food vendors for the Fair. He is involved in the Perry area as a
member of First Baptist Church, Perry Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors, and
Perry Lions Club.
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Southeastern Quilt and Textile Museum: An Overview
Aug 25 (Th) 												 Z
2:00PM-3:00PM											
$12
JoAnna Browning will share information about the collections and exhibits of the
Southeastern Quilt and Textile Museum located an hour west of Atlanta in Carrollton,
Georgia. This not-for-profit organization collects, exhibits, preserves, promotes, and
interprets the heritage, art, and production of quilting and textiles in the Southeastern
United States.
JoAnna Browning
JoAnna Browning serves as Director of Operations at the Southeastern Quilt and Textile Museum in Carrollton, Georgia. The museum will celebrate its tenth anniversary
in Fall 2022 and plans to greet guests from all over the nation and beyond. SQTMuseum offers four exhibitions per year and displays varied styles of quilts and textiles
(utilitarian, traditional, handcrafted, machine-crafted, art quilts, etc.). The museum
sponsors summer camps for children in which they make a quilt of their own.
Tinnitus, or That Annoying Sound in Your Ear
Aug 26 (Fr) 											RC/Z
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
Tinnitus is a common ear and hearing complaint. Unfortunately, many people are told
to “live with it” or “learn to ignore it.” This class will give a greater understanding of
what it is, why some people are bothered by it more than others, and current strategies for managing it.
The presenter will be Zooming to the River’s Crossing location
Kerry Cohen
Kerry Cohen is a clinical doctor of audiology with nearly 20 years of experience. She
has worked extensively with people of all ages, and in a variety of settings including
West Point’s Keller Army Community Hospital as well as Boston’s renowned Vernick
& Gopal, LLC, an otology practice, and Harvard University teaching facility affiliated
with Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. She currently practices at the UGA Speech
and Hearing Clinic.
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Medicare Open Enrollment FAQs
Number of Sessions: 2: Aug 26 (Fr), Sep 30 (Fr) .					
RC
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$21
This class will discuss everything you need to know to prepare for Medicare Open Enrollment, October 15-December 7, 2022. The presentation will go over everything one
needs to look at and prepare for the open enrollment time period. There will also be
time for questions and answers for anyone having specific topics that need to be discussed.
Tegan Hurley
Tegan Hurley has worked at the Athens Community Council on Aging for five years.
In the past year, she transitioned to her current role as the Northeast Georgia State
Health Insurance Assistance Program Coordinator (SHIP). SHIP is available to anyone
who is Medicare-eligible and provides free, unbiased counseling to help you get the
best health coverage for your needs.
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Week 3 (August 29-September 2)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Georgia’s 2022 Mental
Health Legislation

Sweat

1

$12

Aug 29 (Mo)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC/ Z

Composting Basics with
Janssen
Tour of the Athens-Clarke
County Commercial Composting Facility

1

$12

Aug 29 (Mo)

12:00N-1:00PM

OS

Where is Lake Dixie? -Athens’ Four Enigmatic
Pleasure Resorts of the
Roaring Twenties

Mann

1

$12

Aug 30 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC

Economics of
Immigration

Haveman +
Guest

1

$12

Aug 30 (Tu)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

Z

Louis Comfort Tiffany
from the Gilded Age to Art
Nouveau

Williams

1

$12

Aug 31 (We)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC

Meditative Doodling

Gilbert

1

$12

Aug 31 (We)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

RC

Youth and Opportunity:
What Should We Do for
Future Generations to
Thrive? National Issues
Forum

Holt

1

$12

Sep 1 (Th)

10:00AM - 12:00N

Z

Please Allow Me to
Introduce Myself: The
Story of the Devil

Buchanan

5

$48

Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep

2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM

RC

Tree Identification in the
Piedmont

Campbell

2

$21

Sep 2 (Fr)
Sep 9 (Fr)

10:00AM - 12:00N
10:00AM - 12:00N

Z/OS

Margaret Fuller:
Trailblazing Feminist of
the 19th Century

Simon

1

$12

Sep 2 (Fr)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

RC / Z
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Georgia’s 2022 Mental Health Legislation
Aug 29 (Mo) 											RC/Z
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
In 2022, Georgia enacted legislation to establish mental health care parity, increase
the behavioral health workforce, insure care for children, and improve community
responses to individuals in mental health crisis. Lawmakers hope to divert individuals
from emergency departments and jails into treatment.
David Sweat
David Sweat served as Judge of Superior Courts of the Western Circuit (Clarke and
Oconee Counties) from 2003 until 2017. Judge Sweat handled criminal, family law, and
general civil cases. In 2017, he assumed senior status and now serves by appointment
in courts across the state. Judge Sweat has worked on Justice and Mental Health issues
since 2008 when he established a mental health accountability court to assist justice-involved individuals with mental illness.
Composting Basics with Tour of the Athens-Clarke County Commercial Composting
Facility
Number of Sessions: 2: Aug 29 (Mo), Aug 30 (Tu).					
RC/OS
12:00N-1:00PM											
$21
Our first class will explore backyard composting basics from the proper space/container and recipe for the proper end use of the material created. The second class will
be a tour to the ACC Commercial Composting Facility co-located at the ACC Landfill.
Please see registration receipt email for location details.
Suki Janssen
Suki Janssen is Director of the ACC Solid Waste Department and has been with ACC
for nearly eighteen years. Her largest accomplishment to date in ACC was bringing a
Center for Hard to Recycle Materials (CHaRM) to Georgia. Prior to her position in ACC,
she was a Program Coordinator for the Keep Georgia Beautiful program. She is a certified middle grades teacher, having taught 7th- and 8th-grade science in Cobb County,
Georgia for five years.
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Where is Lake Dixie? -- Athens’ Four Enigmatic Pleasure Resorts of the Roaring
Twenties
Aug 30 (Tu)												RC
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
Ever heard of Lake Dixie, Lake Piraeus, Lake Kirota, or East Lake? One hundred years
ago, during the Prohibition era, Athens had four ephemeral lake resorts. Two were on
the university campus. Athens’ newspapers printed ads and articles that reported an
assortment of programmed and impromptu activities for fun-seekers of all ages. As
private automobiles became affordable during the Jazz Age, rebellious flappers and
their dates patronized such places. Each featured jazz music, band concerts, dance
contests, picnics, swimming races, and diving contests. This presentation will show
the story of Athens’ forgotten outdoor amusement places and what became of them.
William Mann
William Mann, FASLA, Professor Emeritus at UGA, taught landscape architecture in
the College of Environment and Design for 38 years. He also taught at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in Australia and at Michigan State University. He has
been a lecturer at many universities and conferences in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Australia. He is the author of Space and Time in Landscape Architectural History
and Landscape Architecture: An Illustrated History.
Economics of Immigration
Aug 30 (Tu) 											 Z
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
Immigration is a policy issue with both social and economic implications. Economics
has something to say about both. This presentation will shed light on several aspects
of immigration that tend to overwhelm the narrative. These include crime, government support programs, and jobs. It will also raise other issues that ought to be contemplated when developing appropriate immigration policy.
John Haveman
Jon Haveman is Executive Director of the National Economic Education Delegation
(NEED). He has a reputation for providing audiences with economic information that
is readily useful in their work and private lives. Jon was previously a Senior Economist
with the President’s Council of Economic Advisers, and he also held a faculty position
in the Business School at Purdue University. His PhD in Economics is from the University of Michigan.
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Louis Comfort Tiffany from the Gilded Age to Art Nouveau
Aug 31 (We) 											RC
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
This class will cover the life of L.C. Tiffany (1848-1933) and his impact on Arts between the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. His creations in Opalescent
glass windows, lampshades, jewelry, pottery, interior design, furniture, and paintings
were truly unique.
Geraldine Williams
Geraldine H. Williams (BSED ’69, MAED ’ 79, UGA) worked as a teacher and registered art therapist (A.T.R.). She is the author of Developmental Art Therapy with Mary
M. Wood, Louis Comfort Tiffany’s Last Muse, and other books and magazine articles. She
retired from teaching in 2006 and volunteered as a docent at three museums in Central Florida before returning to Athens in April, 2014. She is continuing to volunteer at
the Botanical Gardens, St. Mary’s Hospital, and the Bentley Center.
Meditative Doodling
Aug 31 (We) 											RC
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
This hands-on class draws on newly popular art forms such as ZenTangles as well as
such older traditions as mandalas. These meditative forms of art can be done in short
sessions, making them ideal for today’s busy lives. While the product is less important
than the process, the results are often quite pleasing. Meditative doodling does not require prior art training. However, those who have had art training will recognize some
of the principles.
Participants will need a pencil and a medium-fine black felt tip. (An archival brand
such as Micron is preferred.)
Linda Gilbert
Linda Gilbert graduated with a BFA in Drawing and Painting and worked as a graphic
designer for more than a decade. However, she moved on to other work and gradually
let her time for art slip away. Through meditative doodling, she found a way to incorporate it into her life once again.
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Youth and Opportunity: What Should We Do for Future Generations to Thrive?
National Issues Forum
Sep 1 (Th)												Z
10:00AM-12:00N											
$12
This issue is designed to help us deliberate together about what we should do to
address unprecedented challenges that may hinder future generations from leading
successful and economically secure lives. The guide outlines three different ways of
considering the issue. Each suggests actions we might take, along with trade-offs
we would have to accept. Altogether, these options allow participants to explore
important values and tensions shared by many. Information in this guide raises
crucial questions for which there are no easy answers.
The discussion guide is titled Youth and Opportunity: What Should We Do for Future
Generations to Thrive? The guide can be picked up at the OLLI office or downloaded
here.
Margaret Holt
Margaret Holt is a retired faculty member in the Department of Adult Education at
the University of Georgia, and since 1981 has been an associate with the Charles F.
Kettering Foundation. She is one of six founders of the Jeannette Rankin Foundation,
a nonprofit organization that annually awards scholarships to older women pursuing
higher education. In 2018, she was honored by her state representative, Deborah
Gonzalez, on behalf of the Georgia Women’s Legislative Caucus, to receive a Nikki T.
Randall Servant Leadership Award.

Please Allow Me to Introduce Myself: The Story of the Devil
Number of Sessions: 5: 										RC
Sep 1 (Th), Sep 8 (Th), Sep 15 (Th), Sep 22 (Th), Sep 29 (Th)
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$48
A fascinating study of the figure of the Devil as it has developed in Western culture,
from the Biblical period to the present. We will explore how the concept of the
“Evil One” first emerged and evolved in Jewish and Christian tradition, how it was
weaponized by the early and medieval church, and how it was re-imagined still later
by writers and artists such as Dante, Milton, Goethe, and Blake.
Tom Buchanan
Tom Buchanan is Pastor of Friendship Presbyterian Church in Athens, and for the last
28 years has served churches in New Jersey and Georgia. Rev. Buchanan has particular
interests in historical theology, the background and interpretation of Biblical
literature, and the place of religion in a scientific, post-modern age.
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Tree Identification in the Piedmont
Number of Sessions: 2: Sep 2 (Fr), Sep 9 (Fr).						
Z/OS
10:00AM-12:00PM										
$21
On September 2, we will havean online lecture via Zoom covering the basics of
learning to identify trees based on morphological characteristics of the tree. The
September 9 session will be a campus tree walk (meet- up location TBA). Building on
what participants learned in the lecture, the campus tree walk is focused on learning
to identify native tree species and some non-native species as well.
2nd class is offsite on UGA campus
Holly Campbell
Holly Campbell is a Public Service Assistant faculty member at the UGA Warnell School
of Forestry and Natural Resources where she instructs several undergraduate courses
in dendrology, natural history, community forestry, and prescribed fire. Ms. Campbell
also provides outreach education to professionals and the public in the same subject
areas. Ms. Campbell is a member of the Athens-Clarke County Community Tree
Council.
Margaret Fuller: Trailblazing Feminist of the 19th Century
Sep 2 (Fr) 												RC/Z
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
This class will introduce students to the biography and written work of Margaret
Fuller, a feminist writer and thinker from the 19th century. Though Fuller was
often overshadowed by her famous male contemporaries Emerson, Thoreau, and
Hawthorne, Dr. Simon’s research redraws the lines of influence and shows the ways in
which Fuller influenced the Transcendentalists.
Katie Simon
Dr. Katie Simon is an Associate Professor in the English Department at Georgia College
with specializations in American literature and gender and women’s studies. She has
presented widely on Margaret Fuller and social justice, and on Transcendentalism and
Race, among other topics. Her articles appear in publications such as Women’s Studies
and ESQ. She’s currently working on a book chapter on Margaret Fuller. She is also the
Associate Editor of The Flannery O’Connor Review.
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Week 4 (September 5-9)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Sometimes It’s Difficult
to Appreciate How Far
We Have Come in Our
Lifetimes
(Lunch & Learn)

Black

1

$33

Sep 6 (Tu)

11:30AM - 1:30PM

OS

Economic Inequality

Haveman
+ Guest

1

$12

Sep 6 (Tu)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

Z

Using the UGA Libraries’
Resources

White

1

$12

Sep 7 (We)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

OS

Conscious Aging

Harms

4

$44

Sep
Sep
Sep
Sep

10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM

RC / Z

Everyone Has a Story to
Tell

Craig

3

$30

Sep 7 (We)
Sep 14 (We)
Sep 21 (We)

2:00PM - 3:00PM
2:00PM - 3:00PM
2:00PM - 3:00PM

RC

What Are Conservation
Easements, and Why Are
They Important?

Crescenzo

1

$12

Sep 8 (Th)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

Z

Great Decisions 2022

Alworth /
Rice

4

$39

Sep 8 (Th)
Oct 13 (Th)
Nov 10 (Th)
Dec 8 (Th)

2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM

RC

Great Books--Great
Conversations

Loughner

7

$66

Sep 9 (Fr)
Sep 23 (Fr)
Oct 7 (Fr)
Oct 21 (Fr)
Nov 4 (Fr)
Nov 18 (Fr)
Dec 2 (Fr)

10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM

Trans/late

Noah

1

$12

Sep 9 (Fr)

2:00PM - 3:30PM
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Sometimes It’s Difficult to Appreciate How Far We Have Come in Our Lifetimes
See the full description under Lunch & Learns
Economic Inequality
Sep 6 (Tu) 												Z
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
Income inequality in the United States has been increasing over the last several
decades. This presentation will address causes, consequences, and potential policy
responses.
Jon Haveman
Jon Haveman is Executive Director of the National Economic Education Delegation
(NEED). He has a reputation for providing audiences with economic information that
is readily useful in their work and private lives. Jon was previously a Senior Economist
with the President’s Council of Economic Advisers, and he also held a faculty position
in the Business School at Purdue University. His PhD in Economics is from the
University of Michigan.

Using the UGA Libraries’ Resources
Sep 7 (We) 												
OS
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
OLLI membership comes with a great perk: access to the UGA Libraries’ extensive
research collections. The largest library in the state and in the SEC, we give you access
to nearly 5 million books, many millions of full-text articles, hundreds of thousands
of ebooks, a huge music library, and people available to assist you with your library
research needs. This class will include a tour of the Main Library on UGA’s campus.
Elizabeth White
Elizabeth White is the librarian for Political Science, International Affairs, Public Administration, and Criminal Justice. She has taught users how to use libraries’ resources at UGA for 16 years. A die-hard Tar Heel, she is always willing to discuss Carolina
basketball.
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Conscious Aging
Number of Sessions: 4: 										RC/Z
Sep 7 (We), Sep 14 (We), Sep 21 (We), Sep 28 (We)
10:00AM-11:30AM										
$44
The process of aging brings with it many gifts not present in earlier decades. We have
opportunities to share what is profoundly meaningful to us, to harvest deep wisdom
nurtured over time, and to gather in celebration of the many phases of our journey.
Aging is a time of great opportunity yet can also introduce a new set of challenges. We
may feel anxiety about physical decline, potential loss of independence, apprehension
about isolation and facing the reality of death. This workshop addresses these challenges and celebrates the opportunities of later life for those who seek meaning and
purpose.
Marianne Harms
Marianne Harms, LCSW/CSW, is a coach and Pennsylvania-licensed psychotherapist
who has been in private practice since 1994. In addition to a earning a master’s degree
in clinical social work, she is certified in advanced hypnosis, holds advanced certification in Imago Couple Therapy, and has completed training in Spiritual Direction
through the Center for Spirituality and Justice in New York. Marianne has lectured to
groups and presented workshops throughout the United States dealing extensively
with relationships, self-esteem, and spiritual awareness.
Everyone Has a Story to Tell
Number of Sessions: 3: 										RC
Sep 7 (We), Sep 14 (We), Sep 21 (We).					
2:00PM-3:00PM											
$30
Writing a memoir is the perfect way to immortalize a life, to preserve accomplishments for future generations, and to look back at a life well-led and realize just how
much one person can do in one lifetime. Bowen Craig has worked on too many memoirs to cite them all.
Bowen Craig
Bowen Craig is a co-founder of Athens-based Bilbo Books publishing. He has written
three books (Keeping Away from the Joneses, A Look to the Future Through the Eyes of an
Eighty-Year-Old Pirate, and Hitchhiking with Salmon), as well as numerous magazine,
newspaper and online articles. He is teaching this class an an homage to William Elrod
Bray, his mentor and a super-teacher, who could teach any subject to anyone.
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Great Decisions 2022
Number of Sessions: 4: 										RC
Sep 8 (Th), Oct 13 (Th), Nov 10 (Th), Dec 8 (Th).			
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$39
Each year the Foreign Policy Association publishes a booklet analyzing eight topics they believe offer opportunities and/or risks to the United States. This discussion
course expects participants to buy the 2022 Great Decisions booklet read the assigned
material, and come to class prepared to offer individual insights and opinions. This
semester’s course is a continuation of the spring semester’s course, and will cover
the last four topics in the Foreign Policy Assoc. booklet for 2022. Quad Alliance, Drug
Policy in Latin America, Industrial Policy and Biden’s agenda. The booklet is available
from the Foreign Policy Assoc. Website (https://www.fpa.org/great_decisions/).
Bill Alworth
William Alworth is a retired chemistry professor. He received his BA from Harvard
College and his PhD from the University of California-Berkeley. He and his co-director, Peter Rice, have led Great Decisions discussions for several years.
Peter Rice
Peter Rice is a retired math professor and consultant who was educated at St. John’s
College (The Great Books College) and has experience teaching topics of ancient and
current concerns, including the OLLI course on Great Decisions in 2019. Both discussion leaders have traveled and lived abroad and have observed international diplomatic situations from different perspectives.

What Are Conservation Easements, and Why Are They Important?
Sep 8 (Th) 											
Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
Dan Crescenzo will discuss what a conservation easement is, how conservation
easements protect greenspaces, and the work that Oconee River Land Trust does.
OLLI members will learn how landowners protect the greenspaces they love and how
it benefits us all. If the COVID-19 pandemic has not surged again by fall, we will also
arrange a field trip to one of our conservation easements on the day after class.
Daniel Crescenzo
Daniel Crescenzo grew up in the ecologically important Pine Barrens region of
southern New Jersey. He studied philosophy with a minor in environmental studies
at Stockton University in New Jersey. In 2005 Crescenzo moved to Athens to pursue a
graduate degree in philosophy with a research focus on environmental ethics at UGA.
Since 2016 he has worked as Stewardship Coordinator at the Oconee River Land Trust,
monitoring conserved properties, developing landowner resources, and giving talks.
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Great Books--Great Conversations
Number of Sessions: 7: 										RC/Z
Sep 9 (Fr), Sep 23 (Fr), Oct 7 (Fr), Oct 21 (Fr), Nov 4 (Fr), Nov 18 (Fr), Dec 2 (Fr)
10:00AM-11:30AM										
$66
We read short items and selections from some of the world’s best fiction and nonfiction. As well as interesting insights we strive for personal growth and social
engagement. This year, 2022-2023, we will read the selections in the Great Books
Foundation anthologies Modern American Poetry (978-1-880323-88-5, $26) and The
Nature of Life, v.1 (ISBN 978-0-945159-72-8, $20). Used copies may be available on the
Internet.
Bill Loughner
Bill Loughner is a retired science librarian who graduated from Wayne State University
and has an MA in math from UGA. He has been involved with Great Books for more
than a few years. He’s enthusiastic and enjoys good discussions about interesting and
provocative topics. He thinks you will too.
Trans/late
Sep 9 (Fr) 												RC
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
In this session the presenter will discuss her experiences transitioning from male to
female late in life, will talk about the ideas and challenges raised by transgender people, and will lead a class discussion of pertinent contemporary issues related to gender.
Penny Noah
Penny Noah is a transgender septuagenarian. She is retired from UGA, spends her time
making photographs and paintings, and transitioned in 2020.
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Week 5 (September 12-16)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Photo Editing with
Apple Photos for iPad,
Mac, and iPhone

Whiting

3

$30

Sep 12 (Mo)
Sep 19 (Mo)
Sep 26 (Mo)

10:00AM - 11:00AM
10:00AM - 11:00AM
12:00N - 1:30PM

RC

Learn to Start Your
Plants Off Right

Ney

1

$12

Sep 13 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC / Z

The Federal Debt

Haveman +
Guest

1

$12

Sep 13 (Tu)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

Z

Greek Festival Cooking Payne
Class

1

$44

Sep 13 (Tu)

6:00PM - 7:30PM

OS

Genealogy: Getting
Started and Finding
Resources

Carter

2

$21

Sep 15 (Th)
Sep 29 (Th)

9:30AM - 12:30PM
9:30AM - 12:30PM

RC / Z

Beginning Bridge 1 Bidding

Wagner

10

$60

Sep 15 (Th)
Sep 22 (Th)
Sep 29 (Th)
Oct 6 (Th)
Oct 13 (Th)
Oct 20 (Th)
Oct 27 (Th)
Nov 3 (Th)
Nov 10 (Th)
Nov 17 (Th)

1:00PM
1:00PM
1:00PM
1:00PM
1:00PM
1:00PM
1:00PM
1:00PM
1:00PM
1:00PM

OS

Lewis Grizzard: UGA’s
and Atlanta’s Satiric
Prophet

Stoddard

1

$12

Sep 15 (Th)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

RC / Z

Poetry and Place

Fallis

1

$12

Sep 16 (Fr)

12:00N - 3:00PM

RC
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Photo Editing with Apple Photos for iPad, Mac, and iPhone
Number of Sessions: 3: Sep 12 (Mo), Sep 19 (Mo), Sep 26 (Mo)			
RC
10:00AM-11:00AM (This class will meet at 12:00N on Monday, September 26th.)		
													
$30
Are you struggling with a mess in your Apple photo library? Apple Photos is a powerful
and free organizing and editing app for iPads, iPhones, and Macs. But it isn’t always
intuitive. Get file organization tips from a seasoned (and slightly OCD) photographer
who hates chaos! Learn how to spruce up that drab photo! Discover how to securely
share albums with family and friends, or export them for use in books, slideshows,
and other projects. Experience is not required. This is a good overview course to take if
you’ve always wondered what happens when you click that mysterious “Edit” button!
Gary Whiting
Gary Whiting is an independent photography instructor and Master Naturalist. His
vision is to capture uncommon moments that create unique works of art. A former
Fortune 500 marketing executive, Gary retired to Athens to continue his passion for
teaching and is currently host of the OLLI@UGA PictureThis! SIG. Over the past decade
he has offered more than 55 unique courses to hundreds of OLLI members and camera
and nature clubs throughout Florida and Georgia.

Learn to Start Your Plants Off Right
Sep 13 (Tu) 												RC / Z
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
We often get that gardening and planting urge when the weather warms up, the days
get longer, and the garden centers are full of lush, leafy plants. But one of the best
times to start thinking about planting is actually during the fall. Come learn some of
the basics of garden preparation and plant establishment that will keep you active in
the garden this fall and will help your plants get off to a strong start, in the spring.
Laura Ney
After completing her bachelor’s in Horticulture, from UGA, with certificates in organic and international agriculture, Laura worked as an educator and farm manager at
UGA’s Costa Rica campus. She returned to Athens, where she earned her PhD, focusing
on soil health and free-living nematode communities. She now serves as the Agriculture and Natural Resources Extension Agent for Athens Clarke County, where she
focuses on green industry education, sustainable management and local food systems.
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The Federal Debt
Sep 13 (Tu) 												Z
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
The US federal debt has been increasing rapidly and is poised to grow more in the
coming years. This class will provide statistics on the growing debt as well as an indication of the sources of growing debt. We will also discuss the implications for the
economy and government budgets going forward and policy options available for addressing the debt.
John Haveman
Jon Haveman is Executive Director of the National Economic Education Delegation
(NEED). He has a reputation for providing audiences with economic information that
is readily useful in their work and private lives. Jon was previously a Senior Economist
with the President’s Council of Economic Advisers, and he also held a faculty position
in the Business School at Purdue University. His PhD in Economics is from the University of Michigan.

Greek Festival Cooking Class
Sep 13 (Tu) 												
OS
6:00PM-7:30PM											
$44
There’s no time like the fall to celebrate Greece with a Greek food festival. Our
presenter and culinary wizard is Lindsey Payne, the owner of Lindsey’s Culinary
Market located at 520 North Thomas Street in Athens. Come to her restaurant , where
she will demonstrate how to make Baklava. Then we will dine on Mezze (Greek
little bites), Moussaka (eggplant lasagna), Greek salad, and Baklava. Registration/
Reservation due by Friday, September 9th.
Lindsey Payne
Lindsey Payne is a 2003 graduate of Johnson & Wales University in Charleston, SC,
with an AS Culinary degree and a BS in Restaurant Management. She moved to Athens
in 2006 to fulfill her dream of opening her own restaurant. In June 2007, she opened
her small shop on Prince Avenue. In 2018, she moved to North Thomas Street to a
bigger and better facility for her catering and restaurant business.
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Genealogy: Getting Started and Finding Resources
Number of Sessions: 2: Sep 15 (Th), Sep 29 (Th)						
RC / Z
9:30AM-12:30PM											
$21
This basic introduction (6 hours) to methodology (which applies to US and international research) is designed to introduce participants to sources and techniques. There
will be homework exercises in advance of both sessions and advance reading assignments (no later than a week before class) from How to do Everything Genealogy, 4th ed.,
George G. Morgan, McGraw-Hill, 2015, 978-0071845922. The book should be available
through your PINES library, or you can purchase a copy. Note: Registering late for this
class may mean that the participant does not have adequate time for advance preparation.
Laura Carter
Laura Carter spent forty-plus years working in libraries helping people find information. She was the Heritage Room Librarian at the Athens-Clarke County Library, and
attended IGHR (Institute of Genealogy and Historical Research) annually to help her
library’s genealogy patrons. Elected a Fellow of the Society of Georgia Archivists in
2012 for her advocacy for genealogical and historical collections and her efforts teaching professionals how to work with genealogists and family historians, Laura loves
learning and teaching.
Beginning Bridge 1 - Bidding
Number of Sessions: 10: 									
OS
Sep 15 (Th), Sep 22 (Th), Sep 29 (Th), Oct 6 (Th), Oct 13 (Th), Oct 20 (Th),Oct 27 (Th),
Nov 3 (Th), Nov 10 (Th), Nov 17 (Th).								
1:00PM-3:00PM											
$60
Bridge is more than just a game — it’s interacting with friends while activating the
brain. You will learn the language to describe the 13 cards in your hand, plan how to
play them, and experience fun and fellowship at the table. Bidding in the 21st Century
will be provided. Class will be offered off site. Details will be given upon registration.
Some knowledge of basic bridge is needed to take this class. It will include 8 lessons
plus 2 added sessions of supervised play.
See registration receipt for location details.
Debbie Wagner
Debbie Wagner is a Michigander who has taught high school in Pennsylvania and
Missouri. She earned her master’s in reading at UGA shortly after moving to Athens
in 1976 with her husband and two sons. Bridge is Debbie’s passion, but she also loves
travel, golf, and reading.
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Lewis Grizzard: UGA’s and Atlanta’s Satiric Prophet
Sep 15 (Th) 												RC / Z
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
Lewis Grizzard was a genius, a speed reader with perhaps a photographic memory. He
might say he was knowledgable about many subjects but a master of none. He began
writing for newspapers while in grade school and continued through his years at UGA.
Atlanta Journal Editor Jim Minter hired Lewis at age 21 out of UGA to become Sports
Editor at that paper. Lewis was then recruited to be Sports Editor of the Chicago SunTimes while still in his 20s. Upon returning to his beloved Georgia, he began writing
general humor columns. His career then exploded.
Peter Stoddard
Peter Stoddard has a BBA degree from UGA in Marketing. In 2016 he returned to
Georgia after 30+ years away and began to write for a living. In 2018 Peter began to
research UGA alum and legendary humorist Lewis Grizzard. That led to publication of
books Lewis Grizzard: The Dawg That Did Not Hunt in 2019 and Lewis Grizzard: The Dawg
Who Loved to Prowl in 2021. A public speaking career followed.
Poetry and Place
Sep 16 (Fr) 												RC
12:00N-3:00PM											
$12
Explore the complex relationship between poetry and place in a course with Athens’s
first poet laureate, Jeff Fallis. We will read and discuss poems that are closely related
to particular locations and landscapes (including Athens!), and we will write poems of
our own that investigate our own personal connections to the places that made us. We
will try to figure out if Wendell Berry’s adage that “If you don’t know where you are,
you don’t know who you are” is actually true. No previous experience with poetry is
necessary!
Jeff Fallis
Jeff Fallis was appointed by the Athens Cultural Affairs Commission to serve as the inaugural poet laureate of Athens, Georgia, from 2021 to 2023. He is a lecturer in English
at Georgia College and State University in Milledgeville, and he has also taught at such
universities as Georgia Tech, Clemson, UGA, and the University of Virginia. His poems
and essays have been published widely.
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Week 6 (September 19-23)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

The Scientific Revolution:
Personalities and
Paradigms

Keene

4

$39

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM

Unified Government of
Athens-Clarke County:
Structure and Operations

Williams

1

$12

Sep 19 (Mo)

12:00N - 1:00PM

RC / Z

Athens’ Commitment to
100% Clean Energy

Myers

1

$12

Sep 20 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC / Z

My Story: Born in Scotland and Growing up in
Civil Rights Era
(Lunch & Learn)

Hardin

1

$33

Sep 20 (Tu)

11:30AM - 1:30PM

OS

Home Modifications: Safe
and Accessible with Seniors in Mind

Smith

1

$12

Sep 20 (Tu)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

RC

F-117A Stealth Fighter
Stories: Myths and Truths

Kent

1

$12

Sep 21 (We)

10:00AM - 11:30AM

RC

Tellus Science Museum

Dundee

1

$12

Sep 22 (Th)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

Z

Somersett, by Historian
Phillip Goodrich Reveals
Two American Wars
Fought Over Slavery

Goodrich

1

$12

Sep 22 (Th)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

Z

Autumn Tour of East Athens Wildflower Garden,
Cedar Springs Garden

Payne

1

$12

Sep 23 (Fr)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

OS

Introduction to Opera

Donaldson

1

$12

Sep 23 (Fr)

5:00PM - 6:30PM

OS
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Unified Government of Athens-Clarke County: Structure and Operations
Sep 19 (Mo) 											RC / Z
12:00N-1:00PM											
$12
This class will provide an overview of the structure of the Unified Government
of Athens-Clarke County. Using organizational charts, Williams will explain the
functions of the government, as well as the roles and responsibilities of the Mayor,
Manager, and Commission. He will discuss the review of the Mayor and Commission’s
current strategic plan, as well as a number of new initiatives that will impact the
future of the community. Time will be reserved for class questions.
Blaine Williams
Blaine Williams serves as the Manager of the Unified Government of AthensClarke County. Previously, he served as the ACCGov Assistant Manager and County
Manager of Floyd County, Georgia. He also worked with the Middle Georgia Regional
Commission and the City of Rome, Georgia, as well as in the private sector. He has
completed the Senior Executives in State and Local Government Program at the
Harvard Kennedy School of Government, and is the immediate past President of the
Georgia City County Management Association.
Athens’ Commitment to 100% Clean Energy
Sep 20 (Tu) 											RC / Z
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
ACC Commissioner Carol Myers will present an overview of efforts in Athens to fulfill
its commitment to transition the city government to 100% clean energy by 2035 and
the entire community by 2050. She may be joined by other community leaders and
activists working to achieve these goals.
Carol Myers
Originally from New York, Carol Myers has lived in Athens since 1984. She raised two
daughters here, spent her career at Athens Technical College, and volunteered with
local political and community organizations. After retirement, she became involved
with the 100% Athens Renewable Energy Initiative and worked to pass and fund an
Athens clean energy future. In 2020 she was sworn in as District 8 commissioner.
My Story: Born in Scotland and Growing up in Civil Rights Era Birmingham
See full description under Lunch & Learns
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Home Modifications: Safe and Accessible with Seniors in Mind
Sep 20 (Tu) 											RC
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
Learn the major challenges active seniors need to know about their home. In this
workshop seniors, family members, and caregivers will gain an understanding of basic
modifications and solutions that will make the home safe, accessible, and functional.
While these projects are safe and functional for everyone, they are also aesthetically
pleasing. Craig Smith will show examples of modifications others have done to help
you consider ideas for your home.
Craig Smith
Craig Smith has been in construction for more than forty years, both in the field and
in management. He specializes in home remodeling, repairs, and accessibility modifications. With a degree in architectural engineering technology, he has a perspective
different from that of the average contractor. He is also CAPS (Certified Aging in Place
Specialist) certified and is a Georgia State Licensed residential general contractor.
Smith is the owner of Vest Properties, Inc.
F-117A Stealth Fighter Stories: Myths and Truths
Sep 21 (We) 											RC
10:00AM-11:30AM										
$12
From the start of the Top Secret Stealth Fighter Project, it was shrouded in secrecy.
Few people knew of the project and even fewer were chosen to work on the special
aircraft. As the project moved from testing to operational status, the public occasionally heard stories of strange aircraft that flew over the Nevada Desert only at night.
These stories grew into myths. Even though some were true, others were complete
science fiction. Come hear about this special aircraft and sneak a peek behind the curtain of secrecy that to this day has surrounded the F-117A Nighthawk.
Trecy Kent
Trecy Kent is a Retired US Air Force Master Sergeant, former Economics and History
teacher, and current Financial Advisor with Edward Jones. He has a bachelor’s in Business Administration, a master’s in Secondary Education, and an Education Specialist
degree in Education Administration. He currently holds a Series 7 General Securities
Representative License, the Series 66 (Uniform Combined State Law Examination)
license, and a Georgia Insurance License.
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Tellus Science Museum
Sep 22 (Th) 											Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
This class will provide a virtual tour of the Tellus Science Museum located in Cartersville, GA, just off I-75 at exit 293. The museum’s exhibits open minds and ignite
a passion for science. Eye-popping exhibits like an 80-foot-long Brontosaurus and
a replica of the Wright flyer excite and amaze visitors of all ages. Dazzling gems and
minerals sparkle and glow alongside interactive exhibits demonstrating how the Earth
moves and changes.There will also be a discussion of the special events and services
the museum offers.
David Dundee
David Dundee earned a BS in Astronomy at the University of Arizona and an MA in
Astronomy at Columbia University. He served as Director of New York’s Hayden Planetarium from 1976 to 1978 and as Chair of the Department of Space Sciences at Atlanta’s Fernbank Science Center in 1978. Since 2020, he has been Director of Education at
the Tellus Science Museum in Cartersville, GA.
Somersett, by Historian Phillip Goodrich Reveals Two American Wars Fought Over
Slavery
Sep 22 (Th) 											Z
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
In Somersett: Or Why and How Benjamin Franklin Orchestrated the American Revolution,
Phillip Goodrich gives insight into hidden truths behind the American Revolution. Goodrich’s investigation pieces together the methods and motivations of unlikely leaders
and heroes who beat the odds against Great Britain by turning the practice of slavery
into the call for revolution. In his presentation, Goodrich will discuss how Benjamin
Franklin used his contacts, and his reputation as a publisher and man of science to
manipulate the American colonies into a fight for independence from Great Britain,
while touching upon the legal case of Somersett v. Steuart.
Philip Goodrich
Phillip Goodrich is an American history buff with a fascination for the lesser-told
stories of America’s founding years. His interest led him to extensive research into the
personal and political lives of Benjamin Franklin, John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, and
other great Americans. A graduate of Northwestern University and the University of
Southern California medical school, Phillip is a practicing general surgeon in suburban
Kansas City, MO.
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Autumn Tour of East Athens Wildflower Garden, Cedar Springs Garden
Sep 23 (Fr) 												
OS
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
Cedar Springs Garden is certified as a Native Plant Habitat (Silver Level) by the Georgia Native Plant Society, Connect to Protect Garden #77 by the State Botanical Gardens
at UGA, and more. Cathy Payne will explain the importance of native plants in our
ecosystem while guiding the tour. Participants will be walking through some woodlands and uneven ground with roots. Insects and other wildlife including snakes live
in the area. Plan to wear sturdy, closed-toed shoes and sign a liability waiver before
beginning the tour. Handouts included. Note the rain date on September 26th. Participants will be notified by 9:00 a.m. in the event of inclement weather.
Alternate rain dates are September 26th, 27th, and 28th. Please arrive a few minutes
early.
Cathy Payne
Cathy is a lifelong learner and an OLLI member. Her father was an environmentalist,
and she grew up with a love of natural environments. She moved back to Athens in
2018 and began transforming her property in East Athens from a traditional yard with
primarily Asian plants and several invasive species to one that now supports pollinators, birds, and wildlife. Every season brings new delights in the form of blooms and
critters.
Introduction to Opera
Sep 23 (Fr)												
OS
5:00PM-6:30PM											
$12
RespirOpera company will provide students with an opportunity to take a tour through
the various time periods of Opera. This class will include the history and background
of arias and small ensemble numbers from a variety of operas, and will also include
performances of those pieces by professional opera singers. We hope you will join us
for this exciting course!
Kristen Donaldson
RespirOpera is a nonprofit opera company based in Watkinsville, Georgia. Focusing on
music and the glories of the human voice through the operatic art form, RespirOpera
Company aspires to provide performance and educational opportunities to local artists
and underserved audiences. We strive to make opera accessible and inclusive, empower singers to give their best, educate audiences and performers, engage the community, and inspire love for the art and power of music.
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Week 7 (September 25-30)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Tour of Camp Kiwanis
on the Broad River

Moore

2

$21

Sep 25 (Su)
Oct 23 (Su)

2:00PM - 4:00PM
2:00PM - 4:00PM

OS

The Scientific
Revolution:
Personalities and
Paradigms

Keene

4

$39

Sept 26 (Mo)
Sept 28 (We)
Oct 3 (Mo)
Oct 5 (We)

10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM

RC

Surviving Retirement:
Building a Bridge to a
Brighter Future

Fields

2

$21

Sep 27 (Tu)
Oct 4 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:00AM
10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC / Z

Three Great
Alabama Road Trips
- Montgomery,
Birmingham and
Huntsville

Hardin

1

$12

Sep 27 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC

Poetry and Leonard
Cohen’s Dear Heather

Kraft, E

1

$12

Sep 27 (Tu)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

Z

The State of Georgia and
Cherokee Removal

Pratt

1

$12

Sep 28 (We)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

Z

eBird: Citizen Science in
Your Own Backyard

Johnson

1

$12

Sep 29 (Th)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

Z

Pat Conroy as Lifelong
Mentor

Haupt

2

$21

Sep 30 (Fr)

10:00AM - 3:15PM

RC

-

11:15AM
11:15AM
11:15AM
11:15AM

Tour of Camp Kiwanis on the Broad River
Sessions: 2: Sep 25 (Su), Oct 23 (Su)								
OS
2:00PM-4:00PM											
$21
We will tour the buildings and grounds of the 160- acre summer camp I call home.
This residential camp is owned and operated by the Boy’s and Girl’s Club of metro
Atlanta. In the off season it is rented as a private event space. We will tour the garden,
trails, some of the buildings, and three miles of natural surface trails that feature
the Broad River and Bluestone Creek in Madison County. Our group will explore the
plants, animals, and rocks we encounter along the way. We will also visit the historic
ruins of Old Wildcat Bridge.
Lawson Moore
Lawson has grown up in the woods and rivers of the Southeastern United States.
He has developed deep knowledge of the cultural history as well as the plants and
animals with whom he shares the forest. As a member of the National Association
for Interpretation, he has led programmed hikes, bike rides, and river trips for adults
and children for years. Lawson is currently the Program Specialist for Athens-Clarke
County’s Leisure Services Trails and Open Space.
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The Scientific Revolution: Personalities and Paradigms
Sessions: 4: Sep 26 (Mo), Sept 28 (We), Oct 3 (Mo), Oct 5 (We).			
RC
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$39
In just over one hundred years – from 1543 to 1687 – a series of great thinkers
transformed the way we think about nature – and, in doing so, laid the intellectual
foundation for modern society. Happily for us, the key figures in the Scientific
Revolution – Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Descartes, Bacon, Newton, etc. – were
also wonderfully eccentric individuals! This course will explore their “distinctive”
personalities as well as relishing the beauty and excitement of their transformative
ideas.
Tom Keene
Tom Keene is Emeritus Professor of History at Kennesaw State University, where he
taught for 42 years, mostly undergraduate World History and the History of Science.
He served for 15 years as Director of the KSU International Center, facilitating study
broad and exchange programs. He is an avid cyclist and a member of the Board of
Directors of Firefly Trail, Inc. He and Jane Keene moved to Athens in 2015 to be near
their grandchildren.
Surviving Retirement: Building a Bridge to a Brighter Future
Number of Sessions: 2: Sep 27 (Tu), Oct 4 (Tu).						
RC / Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$21
In this two-part class series, participants will learn about important estate planning
documents, asset protection, and public benefits available to seniors. The first class
will cover essential estate planning documents, what happens if you do not have them
in place, and how to protect your hard-earned assets. The second class will explore
the VA Aid and Attendance Pension and Medicaid. Many people do not know about
these valuable programs or, as often happens, they have been given false information
about them. Come learn how you can not just survive but thrive in retiremement!
Bayli Fields
Bayli studied at the University of Georgia earning a Bachelor of Science in Psychology,
Bachelor of Arts in Sociology, and minor in Anthropology. Understanding people, families, and their unique needs is the heart of her career. She continued her studies at
the University of Georgia School of Law. Bayli started her own firm in 2020, where she
guides families the best way she knows how: through comprehensive planning and
informed action in a time of crisis.
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Three Great Alabama Road Trips - Montgomery, Birmingham and Huntsville
Sep 27 (Tu) 											RC
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
Each city trip has much to offer. Montgomery would include campus visits to Auburn
and Tuskegee, as well as the Civil Rights Memorial and Alabama State Capitol.
Birmingham: Vulcan, the symbol on Red Mountain, the great Birmingham Art
Museum, the Civil Rights Museum, and the world-class Barber Motorsports Museum.
Huntsville: The trip should include lovely Mentone on Lookout Mountain, Cathedral
Caverns, and Huntsville’s outstanding Space and Rocket Museum. Also, the South’s
largest historical district, going back to 1810. All three cities have wonderful minor
league baseball parks that are such fun to visit. Montgomery Biscuits, Birmingham
Barons, and Huntsville Mad Pandas.
Ian Hardin
Ian Hardin, after moving to the United States at 18 months, grew up in Birmingham
and lived in Auburn for 27 years before coming to UGA in 1994 as a department head.
He loves returning to his roots from time to time and enjoys introducing his friends to
jewels to visit in Alabama.
Poetry and Leonard Cohen’s Dear Heather
Sep 27 (Tu) 											Z
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
Leonard Cohen’s eleventh studio album was released in 2004 to mixed reviews.
Commentators were confused by the mix of spoken-word verse and song on
the album, but the mix was by design as we shall see in this course. Far from an
incoherent work, the album is, in my opinion, a minor masterpiece attesting to the
importance of poetry and the creative imagination.
Elizabeth Kraft
Elizabeth Kraft is Professor Emerita of English at the University of Georgia where
she taught for 33 years (retiring in August 2020). Her academic specialization is
eighteenth-century British literature, but along the way she developed sub-specialties
in screwball comedy films of classical Hollywood and in the work of singer songwriter
Leonard Cohen.
The State of Georgia and Cherokee Removal
Sep 28 (We) 											Z
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
This class will focus on the vital role played by the state of Georgia in the lead up to
Cherokee Removal. The discussion will focus on Georgia’s use of legally dubious laws,
violence, and political rhetoric to pressure the Cherokee Nation into leaving its ancestral homeland.
Adam Pratt
Dr. Adam Pratt is an Associate Professor of History at the University of Scranton. He
received his BA from Clemson University and his PhD from Louisiana State University.
His first book, published by the University of Georgia Press, is called Toward Cherokee
Removal: Land, Violence, and the White Man’s Chance.
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eBird: Citizen Science in Your Own Backyard
Sep 29 (Th) 											Z
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
eBird is a vast worldwide crowd-sourced website on birds supported by the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology. Liz will demonstrate how she submits her observations into a
checklist in eBird, how photos and audio recordings can be submitted, and how to
learn more about the birds you observe. If time allows, we will delve deeply into eBird
to find locations for specific birds and the science that your checklists will help to develop.
Liz M. Johnson
Liz doesn’t consider herself the most knowledgeable birder in Athens, but she has
used eBird, an online database of birds, almost daily for seven years. She has submitted over 1,100 checklists, observing 47 species in her one-acre backyard in Athens. The
experience has helped her learn to identify new birds and behaviors. Join Liz to learn
how you can expand your birding experience with eBird

Pat Conroy as Lifelong Mentor
Sep 30 (Fr) 												RC
10:00AM-3:15PM ( 2 Sessions: 10:00 - 11:15 AM ; 2:00 - 3:15 PM)			
$21
This two-part class will explore the life of best-selling southern storyteller Pat Conroy, author of The Water Is Wide and The Prince of Tides, through the lens of education.
Conroy Center executive director and Conroy’s protege Jonathan Haupt will discuss
how the mentors of Conroy’s boyhood inspired him to become a teacher and then to
dedicate himself to the mentoring of his fellow writers over the course of his storied
lifetime.
Haupt will discuss Pat’s mentorship through passages from Conroy’s own books as
well as from representative remembrances shared in Our Prince of Scribes: Writers Remember Pat Conroy (UGA Press).
Jonathan Haupt
Jonathan Haupt is the executive director of the nonprofit Pat Conroy Literary Center
and the former director of the University of South Carolina Press. He is coeditor of
the anthology Our Prince of Scribes: Writers Remember Pat Conroy, published by the UGA
Press and winner of 17 book awards. His book reviews and author interviews appear in
the Charleston Post and Courier, Southern Review of Books, Savannah Morning News’ Beacon
Magazine, Lowcountry Weekly, and elsewhere.
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Week 8 (October 3-7)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Que Tal Compadre?: Tales
of a Peace Corp Volunteer in
Venezuela

Ames

1

$12

Oct 3 (Mo)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC / Z

Creating a Wildflower Garden that Benefits Wildlife
and the Environment

Payne

1

$12

Oct 4 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC

Giving Voice to Linnentown
(Lunch & Learn)

Whitehead 1

$33

Oct 4 (Tu)

11:30AM - 1:30PM

OS

Discussion of How the Word
Is Passed: A Reckoning of
the History of Slavery across
America, by Dr. Clint Smith

Goodhue

5

$48

Oct 5 (We)
Oct 12 (We)
Oct 19 (We)
Oct 26 (We)
Nov 2 (We)

10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM
10:00AM

RC

How to Use the BannerHerald E-edition to the
Fullest Extent

StrohPage

1

$12

Oct 6 (Th)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC / Z

The Qur’an: Sacred Text of
Islam

Khan

5

$48

Oct 6 (Th)
Oct 13 (Th)
Oct 20 (Th)
Oct 27 (Th)
Nov 3 (Th)

2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM
2:00PM

RC

The War after the
War: A New History of
Reconstruction

Daly

1

$12

Oct 6 (Th)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

Z

Patton’s Third Army: The
Drive Into Germany

Cosgrove

1

$12

Oct 7 (Fr)

10:00AM - 11:30AM

RC

War at the End of the World

Davis

1

$12

Oct 7 (Fr)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

RC
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Que Tal Compadre?: Tales of a Peace Corp Volunteer in Venezuela
Oct 3 (Mo) 												
RC / Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
During the early 1960s, the Kennedy Administration started the Peace Corps and began sending volunteers to selected developing countries to teach English, support
community development, implement public health initiatives, and other activities.
The goals of the Peace Corps included fostering cultural understanding and providing
technical assistance where appropriate. This course provides background on the Peace
Corps, its status, and my experiences in Venezuela, 1964-1966.
Glenn Ames
Glenn Ames is a retired faculty member in the Dept. of Agricultural and Applied Economics at the University of Georgia where he taught for 40 years. His areas of specialization are International Trade and Development. In the mid-1960s, he was a Peace
Corps Volunteer in Venezuela. He has continued his interest in Latin America through
his professional work, leading to several projects in cross-cultural understanding and
education in Mexico and Central America.
Creating a Wildflower Garden that Benefits Wildlife and the Environment
Oct 4 (Tu) 												
RC
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
This class will provide information and guidance concerning how to create a wildflower garden that benefits the environment and local ecosystem. It can be as simple
as placing pots of native plants on a balcony or as complicated as redesigning an acre
of land. Part of the presentation will be devoted to the removal of invasive plants and
other practices that will help your local wildlife, soil life, and native plants thrive. A
handout of resources will be provided, and attendees will have an opportunity to ask
questions.
Cathy Payne, Creating
Cathy is a lifelong learner, educator, and UGA graduate in ’77, ’85, and ’04. She provides educational tours at her East Athens property, Cedar Springs Garden. It has
earned several prestigious certifications. She is passionate about the environment and
the importance of native plants in our ecosystem. Her father was an environmentalist
and professor at UGA who founded our local greenway system and Sandy Creek Nature
Center.
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Giving Voice to Linnentown
Please see full description under Lunch & Learns
Discussion of How the Word Is Passed: A Reckoning of the History of Slavery across America,
by Dr. Clint Smith
Number of Sessions: 5: 										RC
Oct 5 (We), Oct 12 (We), Oct 19 (We), Oct 26 (We), Nov 2 (We)			
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$48
For those concerned about racism in this country, this beautifully written book will
make a difference. As one reviewer notes: “Informed by scholarship and brought to
life by the stories of people living today, Dr. Smith’s debut work of nonfiction is a
landmark of reflection and insight that offers a new understanding of the hopeful role
that memory and history can play in making sense of our country and how it has come
to be. Each section of the class will focus on discussion of about fifty pages of Dr.
Smith’s book. Participants should have read the fifty pages before each class.
Dale Goodhue
Dr. Dale Goodhue has led OLLI class discussions of short stories for several years. Motivated by George Floyd’s murder during this time, he has also participated with five
to eight people in bi-weekly Zoom discussions on racism. So far they have discussed
books by Resmaa Menakem, Austin Channing Brown, Isabel Wilkerson, and Dr. Clint
Smith. Dr. Goodhue will provide guiding questions before each assigned reading and
will be the facilitator for the discussions.
How to Use the Banner-Herald E-edition to the Fullest Extent
Oct 6 (Th) 												
RC / Z
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
One common confusion for Athens Banner-Herald readers is the difference between our
website (www.onlineathens.com) and our E-edition (an exact replica of the printed
newspaper). We often hear from longtime subscribers that the E-edition is one of our
best products. This class will walk through what the E-edition is, how to access it, and
the benefits of using this format, which includes access to almost 200 other newspapers. If you are a current subscriber, we will set up the E-edition on your iPad, phone
or computer, if you would like.
Caitlyn Stroh-Page
Caitlyn Stroh-Page is the executive editor of the Athens Banner-Herald and OnlineAthens.com. She started in Athens in March 2020 after working at other local newspapers such as The (Macon) Telegraph and the Lexington (Ky.) Herald-Leader.
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The Qur’an: Sacred Text of Islam
Number of Sessions: 5:
Oct 6 (Th), Oct 13 (Th), Oct 20 (Th), Oct 27 (Th), Nov 3 (Th)				
RC
2:00PM-3:00PM											
$48
The Qur’an: Sacred Text of Islam class has a twofold purpose. The first is to provide
essential material on the history of the Qur’anic text and thematic context of its development in multiple domains necessary for anyone wishing to understand the Islamic World. Historical context will be of essential importance in this class. The second is to open a window upon the Muslim world view presented by the Qur’an itself
and upon Mohammad who, as the exemplar of the Islamic norm as perceived by Muslims themselves, was a walking Qur’an.
Hammad Khan
Mr. Hammad Khan is a graduate student at UGA working towards a PhD after having
completed the MA in Islamic Studies. He has been teaching as a teacher of record in
the UGA Department of Religion for three years. He teaches RELI 1001: Islam, Judaism,
and Christianity to undergraduate students. He is currently pursuing research on the
Sufi orders of the Indian sub-continent, doing original research in Arabic, Urdu, and
Persian textual traditions of these orders.
The War after the War: A New History of Reconstruction
Oct 6 (Th)												
Z
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
The Reconstruction Era (1865-1877) is one of the most misunderstood periods in
American history. This class will summarize the new history of Reconstruction
which describes the era as a major civil war. The War of Reconstruction was fought
in southern states for the control of state governments. This brutal civil war had a
range of villains and heroes that make for a compelling and tragic narrative. We will
examine this new history and its implications for the meaning of the Civil War and
modern America.
John Daly
John Daly is a professor of History at SUNY Brockport. He specializes in the Civil War
Era. His first book, When Slavery Was Called Freedom, won honorable mention for the
Seaborg Award for the best book on the Civil War. His current book is The War after the
War: A New History of Reconstruction (University of Georgia Press). Dr. Daly teaches on
many topics including the history of science, film, religion, and Ireland.
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Patton’s Third Army: The Drive Into Germany
Oct 7 (Fr) 												
RC
10:00AM-11:30AM										
$12
This is the third in an OLLI@UGA series on Patton’s Third Army. General Patton’s
fame rose to new heights following the relief of Batogne and the erasure of the
“Bulge” during December 1944-January 1945. Difficult fighting lay ahead as the Third
Army crossed the Our River in early February and fought their way towards the ultimate goal of a Rhine River crossing. Combat in the wine country of the Mosel River
proved to be more costly than expected, with the German Army contesting every village in desperate fighting.
Bill Cosgrove
Bill Cosgrove is a graduate of both the University of Georgia and Clemson University.
He is retired from the US EPA following a 35-year career in Athens. Bill’s real interest
is WWII history, as his father served with the American Field Service and his fatherin-law served as an artillery officer in Patton’s Third Army. Bill is the author of
Time on Target: the 945th Field Artillery Battalion in World War Two. His website is www.
timeontarget.us
War at the End of the World
Oct 7 (Fr) 												
RC
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
The fight during World War II for New Guinea was long and bloody. Soldiers of the
Japanese Imperial Army had a saying: “Heaven is Java, hell is Burma, but no one returns alive from New Guinea.” For almost four years the Japanese struggled to hold
on to the jungle-clogged island. General Douglas MacArthur led the American Army in
defeating the Japanese. The strategy of tying up needed personnel, planes, ships, and
supplies helped the Americans fight in two areas of the Pacific.
Rod Davis
Rod was born and raised in West Virginia, has lived in Athens since 1967, and is retired from the US EPA after 42 years of service. He graduated from Concord University
and the University of Georgia with degrees in education and chemistry. He has always
been a student of history, particularly WWII. He has traveled to European battlefields
nine times. More recently, he traveled to the central Pacific Islands.
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Lifelong Learning Fair

Please join us for the return of
OLLI@UGA’s

Lifelong Learning Fair
Thursday August 11
1:00PM - 3:00PM
VFW Post 2872
835 Sunset Drive, Athens, GA 30606
Come and engage with fellow members, SIGs, and Committees, and find out how you can get involved.
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Week 9 (October 10-14)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Women at War, WWII

Alberts

1

$12

Oct 10 (Mo)

10:00AM - 12:00N

RC / Z

Introduction to Petanque

Wallach

1

$12

Oct 10 (Mo)

1:30PM - 3:00PM

OS

Exploring Macon Georgia,
the Song and Soul of the
South

Fulbright

1

$12

Oct 10 (Mo)

2:00PM - 3:00PM

Z

Understanding Dementia
Care

LeBlanc

1

$12

Oct 11 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:30AM

RC / Z

Milledge Avenue from
Broad to Baxter: A Virtual
Walking Tour

Whitehead

1

$12

Oct 11 (Tu)

2:00PM - 4:00PM

Z

Long-Term Care Planning Kent

1

$12

Oct 12 (We)

10:00AM - 11:30AM

RC

Athens Streets & Neighborhoods: The Origins of
Some Street Names and
Place Names

Doster

1

$12

Oct 12 (We)

2:00PM - 3:00PM

RC

Bearing Witness to Occupation: Maxence Van der
Meersch’s Invasion 14

Newsome

1

$12

Oct 13 (Th)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC / Z

Estate Planning and Asset
Protection

Brock

1

$12

Oct 14 (Fr)

10:00AM - 12:00N

RC / Z

The American Medical
Sideshow

Bounds

1

$12

Oct 14 (Fr)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC

Under Attack: Anti-Protest Laws in Georgia and
Beyond

Floyd

1

$12

Oct 14 (Fr)

2:00PM - 3:00PM

RC
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Women at War, WWII
Oct 10 (Mo) 											
RC / Z
10:00AM-12:00PM										
$12
WWII was truly a global war, and women took an active part in their country’s battles.
In the United States, 350,000 women served as uniformed auxiliaries in non-combat roles in the U.S. armed forces. These roles included administration, nurses, truck
drivers, mechanics, electricians, and auxiliary pilots. In some countries, women were
active in combat as well. This class will focus on the direct contribution of women to
military activities in several countries during that conflict.
James Alberts
Dr. James Alberts earned his doctorate in Chemical Oceanography at Florida State University. He also earned degrees from Cornell and Dartmouth College. In 1990, he was
awarded the Alexander von Humboldt Senior U.S. Scientist Award and, in 1997, the
Fulbright Foreign Research Scholar Award. He is the past president of the Southern
Association of Marine Laboratories. Since retiring from UGA in 2003, he has had time
to pursue his hobbies of woodworking, firearms, and history.
Introduction to Petanque
Oct 10 (Mo) 											
OS
1:30PM-3:00PM											
$12
Petanque is an international sport from France, with opposing teams rolling or
throwing metal balls at a smaller wooden target-ball. Related to Italian Bocce ball,
Petanque has an ancient, fascinating history, provides many mental and physical
benefits, and is quick and easy to learn. It is gentle on the body--requiring finesse,
cooperative team strategizing, and brains, not brawn. It is a game of concentration,
coordination, camaraderie, and FUN. Come learn to play this quintessential sport,
part of French and world culture, and discover the OLLI@UGA Petanque SIG. To
learn more about Petanque, please watch the videos on our SIG website:http://
athenspetanqueclub.wixsite.com/play.
Ron Wallach
Ron Wallach first played Petanque on summer vacations in Provence, France. He leads
the OLLI@UGA PETANQUE SIG, the first permanent Petanque group in Athens, which
helped develop Georgia’s first public park Petanque courts, in Lay Park.
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Exploring Macon Georgia, the Song and Soul of the South
Oct 10 (Mo) 											
Z
2:00PM-3:00PM											
$12
Join us in unearthing all that Macon has to offer-- from the city’s rich and diverse
history whose origins date back over 17,000 years to its ground breaking musical icons
like Little Richard, Otis Redding, and the Allman Brother’s Band. Learn why Macon is
known as the Festival Capitol of Georgia with events and festivals throughout the year.
The International Cherry Blossom Festival is its crown jewel. Explore Macon’s vast
array of historic architecture, including more than 6500 structures listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Steven Fulbright
Steven Fulbright is the Vice President at Visit Macon and is a graduate of Georgia College in Milledgeville, where he received a Bachelor’s degree in History. He has served
on a number of boards throughout his career including: the Macon Arts Alliance, the
Macon Film Festival, Historic Macon Foundation, the International Cherry Blossom
Festival, the Macon Beer Festival, Loaves and Fishes, and the Antebellum Trail Travel
Association.
Understanding Dementia Care
Oct 11 (Tu) 												
RC / Z
10:00AM-11:30AM										
$12
LeBlanc will present the A-Zs on dementia-related diseases, positive ways to improve
communication, and how to manage dementia behaviors and provide the best standards of care.
Gary LeBlanc
Gary Joseph LeBlanc is the Education Director for the Dementia Spotlight Foundation.
He is a Dementia Communication Specialist and the author of Staying Afloat in a Sea of
Forgetfulness: The Aftereffects of Caregiving, Managing Alzheimer’s and Dementia Behaviors,and the co-author of While I Still Can. He is also a columnist for the past 14 years of
“Common Sense Caregiving”; LeBlanc has over 450 articles in newsprint.
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Milledge Avenue from Broad to Baxter: A Virtual Walking Tour
Oct 11 (Tu) 												
Z
2:00PM-4:00PM											
$12
Milledge Avenue from Broad to Baxter is an iconic street in Athens filled with
antebellum and Victorian mansions converted to UGA sororities and fraternities. It
is also home to Clarke Central High School. CCHS was once an all-white school but
integrated in 1970. The virtual tour (beginning at the Varsity parking lot) will point
out the history of the older homes and their residents and will describe changes at
Clarke Central High School from 1952 to today.
John Whitehead
John Whitehead grew up near Henderson Avenue and attended Athens High School.
After a career of teaching history at the University of Alaska, he retired to Athens
on Henderson Avenue and taught at UGA. Prof. Whitehead is currently preparing a
reminiscence of Milledge Avenue for Volume II of The Tangible Past of Athens, Georgia, with
Milton Leathers and Charlotte Marshall.
Long-Term Care Planning
Oct 12 (We) 												
RC
10:00AM-11:30AM										
$12
This class is designed to give a high-level view of long-term care planning. The hope
is to answer common questions about long-term care, how to prepare for it, how
funding it impacts current assets, and what risks are associated with being unprepared for the possibility that you’ll need it. By the end of the class, you should be
familiar with different ways to plan for long-term care and how they affect retirement
assets.
Trecy Kent
Trecy Kent is a Retired US Air Force Master Sergeant, former Economics and History
teacher, and current Financial Advisor with Edward Jones. He has a bachelor’s in Business Administration, a master’s in Secondary Education, and an Education Specialist
degree in Education Administration. He currently holds a Series 7 General Securities
Representative License, the Series 66 (Uniform Combined State Law Examination)
license, and a Georgia Insurance License.
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Athens Streets & Neighborhoods: The Origins of Some Street Names and Place Names
Oct 12 (We) 												
RC
2:00PM-3:00PM											
$12
Though they have changed greatly over the years, the streets and neighborhoods of
Athens, Georgia, hold centuries of history in just their names alone. While digging out
tidbits from numerous publications and his own vast collection of materials, Doster
found more than 3,000 streets mentioned by various names. He narrowed down the
scope and dealt with only 240. The first primary source he used in his most recent
book came from the report of a street-naming committee appointed by the Athens
City Council in 1859. In this class he will share with us his insights into the community, making use of maps and mentioning neighborhoods unknown today.
Gary Doster
Gary L. Doster, a native of Athens, Georgia, has collected Georgia historical artifacts
since he was young. Using materials from these collections, he has written nine books,
has contributed to several additional books, and has written the foreword to two of
those. For 46 years, Doster worked for the Southeastern Cooperative Wildlife Disease Study, headquartered at the UGA College of Veterinary Medicine; he authored or
co-authored 40 scientific articles in journals and textbooks.

Bearing Witness to Occupation: Maxence Van der Meersch’s Invasion 14
Oct 13 (Th) 												
RC / Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
In 1935 Albin Michel published Invasion 14, French novelist Maxence Van der
Meersch’s semi-autobiographical account of the German occupation of northern
France during World War I. It fell one vote shy of winning the Prix Goncourt. This
session will explore the factors contributing to Invasion 14’s initial acclaim; the novel’s
subsequent fall from the pantheon of classic war novels like Henri Barbusse’s Under
Fire; and the new appreciation it is garnering today. Shaping each of these trends is a
complex interplay between experience and memory. The presenter will also discuss
the path that brought a historian to the endeavor of translation.
Brian Newsome
Dr. Newsome is Dean of the John E. Sallstrom Honors College and Professor of History
at Georgia College. He is co-editor of the journal Historical Reflections/ Reflexions Historiques and the author of numerous journal articles and two books. His most recent
work is a translation and annotated edition of Invasion ‘14.
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Estate Planning and Asset Protection
Oct 14 (Fr) 												
RC / Z
10:00AM-12:00N											
$12
Regardless of your age, financial situation, or marital status, an estate plan is a good
idea for you and your loved ones. Paired with an asset protection plan, a thoughtfully
prepared and well-crafted estate plan is the linchpin of a comprehensive strategy. Its
main purpose is to ensure that the client’s estate passes to the right person, at the
right time, in the right way while minimizing the tax consequences to the greatest
extent possible.
Hailey Brock
Ms. Brock graduated magna cum laude from The University of Virginia with a BS
degree in Biology and Spanish. She went on to obtain her Juris Doctor and Master of
Laws in Intellectual Property from The George Washington University Law School.
While attending law school, Ms. Brock worked as a legal intern at the Federal Trade
Commission assisting the Deputy Director and Chief Counsel for Intellectual Property.
The American Medical Sideshow
Oct 14 (Fr) 												
RC
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
This is a PowerPoint illustrated exploration of American medicines from colonial
times to the present. It includes a live reenactment of an old-time medicine show
pitchman’s act like the ones that toured small-town America in the late 19th and early
20th centuries. It also exposes the quacks and criminals that freely duped an eager,
paying audience, the appeal that made these health promoters successful, and the
growth of government regulations to inspire a level of trust in the medicines available
today. (This program is offered in conjunction with a public Einstein Chautauqua program presented the night before.)
Larry Bounds
Larry Bounds is a retired public school teacher, nationally known Chautauqua performer, and award- winning professional magician. He earned a BA in theatre and an
MS in education from The University of Tennessee and served 35 years as an educator.
Since 2002 he has brought history to life by presenting lectures and in-character performances as Churchill, Einstein, Disney, Cronkite, Houdini, and others.
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Under Attack: Anti-Protest Laws in Georgia and Beyond
Oct 14 (Fr) 												
RC
2:00PM-3:00PM											
$12
This class will explore recent legislation in Georgia and other states targeting the right
to peaceful assembly and will explain how this legislation chills freedom of speech and
assembly rights.
Lindsey Floyd
Lindsey Floyd is a legal fellow with the UGA School of Law’s First Amendment Clinic
where she works on a variety of free expression and government access cases. During
law school, she interned with the American Civil Liberties Union, where she focused
on lawsuits related to protesters’ rights. Ms. Floyd is a member of the Colorado bar
and was formerly a fellow at the Byron White Center for the Study of American Constitutional Law.
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Week 10 (October 17-23)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Marine Protected
Areas

Schacke

1

$12

Oct 17 (Mo)

10:00AM - 11:30AM

RC

Dear Regina: FlanMiller
nery O’Connor’s Letters from Iowa

1

$12

Oct 17 (Mo)

2:00PM - 3:00PM

Z

Masters of the Air The Story of the 8th
US Army Air Force in
World War Two

Saul

2

$21

Oct 18 (Tu)
Oct 25 (Tu)

10:00AM - 12:00N

Z

Hidden Lives in a
Community of Enslaved Georgians

Lawton, Nelson, Reid

1

$12

Oct 18 (Tu)

3:00PM - 4:30PM

RC

Newspapers for
Family History

Carter

1

$12

Oct 19 (We)

9:30AM - 12:30PM

RC / Z

Planned Gifts: How
to Make a Difference

Cook / Poister

1

Free

Oct 19 (We)

2:00PM- 3:00PM

RC

The Bricks before
MartiBrown: The Chinese nez-Cola
Americans’, Native
Americans ‘, and
Mexican Americans’
Contributions to the
Struggle for Educatiol Equality

1

$12

Oct 20 (Th)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC

The Great American
Songbook: Songs of
Johnny Mercer

Kraft, S

1

$12

Oct 20 (Th)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

OS

Drinking Water
Treatment Plant
Tour

Sherry

1

$12

Oct 21 (Fr)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

OS

Women in Georgia
Politics

Morris

4

$39

Oct 21 (Fr)
Oct 28 (Fr)
Nov 4 (Fr)
Nov 11 (Fr)

12:00N
12:00N
12:00N
12:00N

Z

Eudora Welty’s A
Curtain of Green

Lowe

1

$12

Oct 21 (Fr)

2:00PM - 4:00PM
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Marine Protected Areas
Oct 17 (Mo) 											
RC
10:00AM-11:30AM										
$12
Almost 90% of the world’s fish species have been over-exploited, many —
 including Atlantic cod — to the point of collapse of the entire fishery. There are population
models that predict a total collapse of global fisheries by 2050. The United States has
been the world leader in establishing Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) that prohibit
commercial fishing to let fish stocks rebound to healthy and sustainable levels. While
not the sole solution to overfishing, MPAs have been shown to be an effective measure
toward alleviating the crisis.
John Schacke
Dr. John Schacke is a research professor in the UGA Odum School of Ecology where
he teaches courses on the biology and conservation of marine mammals. He is also
the director and principal investigator for the Georgia Dolphin Ecology Program.
Schacke’s other research interests include heavy metal contamination in bottlenose
dolphins, the presence and abundance of toxic algae in the estuarine environment,
and the transport of microplastics from inland sources into the near-shore ocean environment.
Dear Regina: Flannery O’Connor’s Letters from Iowa
Oct 17 (Mo) 											
Z
2:00PM-3:00PM											
$12
In this newlypublished collection of letters written by Flannery O’Connor to her
mother while in graduate school, a new perspective emerges--one of a slightly more
congenial mother-daughter relationship between the two of them than has been previously understood. Dr. Miller, who edited the collection, will discuss the insights she
has gleaned from this new perspective of the author’s intellectually formative period,
including what she learned about the craft and discipline of writing, the artistic community O’Connor was becoming a part of, and also fun insights about her day-to-day
grad school life.
Monica Miller
Monica Miller is an assistant professor of English at Middle Georgia State University in Macon, Georgia. She is the editor of Dear Regina: Flannery O’Connor’s Letters from
Iowa (University of Georgia Press) and the coeditor of The Tacky South (Louisiana State
University Press). Her first book, Being Ugly: Southern Women Writers and Social Rebellion,
was published by LSU Press in 2017.
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Masters of the Air - The Story of the 8th US Army Air Force in World War Two
Number of Sessions: 2: Oct 18 (Tu), Oct 26 (Tu)						
Z
10:00AM-1:00PM											
$21
This course will focus on how the US built the US Army Air Force into a war winning
combat force. Beginning with a small, immature organization, the US Army designs,
builds, organizes, trains and deploys potent, multi-faceted force that devastated Nazi
Germany. We will witness the struggles, on the ground and in the air, that shaped the
USAAF.
Lawrence Saul
Military historian and Colonel (retired) Lawrence Saul served for 37 years in the US
Army, including tours in Germany, Holland, Belgium, England, Kosovo and other
locations. He was one of the last veterans of the Vietnam War still serving on active
duty when he retired in 2008. A dedicated OLLI volunteer instructor, Saul has taught
more than 75 military history courses at Clemson, California State University - San
Marcos, Emory, and the University of Georgia. He has extensive experience as a
Battlefield Tour Guide and has a BA in History from Georgia State University, as well
as two master’s degrees.
Hidden Lives in a Community of Enslaved Georgians
Oct 18 (Tu) 												
RC
3:00PM-4:30PM											
$12
This session will explore the lives of some of the people enslaved by Mary Ann Lamar,
her brother John Basil Lamar, and her husband Howell Cobb. The Cobb-Lamars built
a political empire on land and cotton, yet it all hinged on the forced labor of others.
After mapping the underlying structures that supported the wealth and power of the
Cobb-Lamar family, the presenters will then explore how those same pathways were
used by the enslaved to function within the existing system, confront the limitations
placed on them, challenge what they felt were its worst injustices, and try to shape the
boundaries of their own lives.
Christopher R Lawton, Randy Reid, Laura Nelson
Randy Reid earned his PhD from LSU. He has taught history at Athens Academy for 35
years. Christopher Lawton earned his PhD from UGA. He is the Director of Experiential Learning and Public Humanities for Putnam County Charter School System. Laura
Nelson earned her BA and Master’s in History at UGA and is currently pursuing a PhD
at Princeton University. The three authored a book entitled Seen/Unseen: Hidden Lives in
a Community of Enslaved Georgians.
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Newspapers for Family History
Oct 19 (We) 											
RC / Z
9:30AM-12:30PM											
$12
Newspapers are key to understanding the time and place an ancestor lived since they
provide a contemporary record. Every major genealogical database contains newspaper
information and libraries provide access to current and historical newspapers online.
Since 1690 (the first record of a newspaper published in the United States), news, human interest stories, obituaries, legal notices, advertisements, society columns, and
other content have provided a diary of a community. This is a three-hour-long class
(1.5 hours lecture, then break, and last hour computer exercises). A detailed handout
and homework will need to be completed before class.
Laura Carter
Laura Carter spent forty-plus years working in libraries helping people find information. She was the Heritage Room Librarian at the Athens-Clarke County Library, and
attended IGHR (Institute of Genealogy and Historical Research) annually to help her
library’s genealogy patrons. Elected a Fellow of the Society of Georgia Archivists in
2012 for her advocacy for genealogical and historical collections and her efforts teaching professionals how to work with genealogists and family historians, Laura loves
learning and teaching.
Planned Gifts: How to Make a Difference
Oct 19 (Tu)												
RC
2:00PM-3:00PM											Free
Planned gifts, gifts commonly donated through a will or trust, are designed to help
you meet your financial and charitable goals while supporting your favorite nonprofits and institutions in the long term. There are also ways to enable giving that allow
you to direct income where it means the most and will be most advantageous to you in
your present situation.
Join us to explore some of the options available to you, and see how even a small
planned gift can help OLLI@UGA plan for the future and continue to build our lifelong
learning community.
This presentation will be lead by Michael Cook, Senior Director, Gift & Estate Planning
at UGA, Patrick Knowles, and Robert Poister.
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The Bricks before Brown: The Chinese Americans’, Native Americans’, and Mexican
Americans’ Contributions to the Struggle for Educational Equality
Oct 20 (Th) 												
RC
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
In 1954 the Supreme Court ruled that state laws establishing segregated schools are
unconstitutional. Known as a seminal Supreme Court case and civil rights victory,
Brown v. Board of Education resulted from many legal battles that predicated its existence. Dr. Martinez-Cola writes about the many important cases that led to the culmination of Brown. She reveals that the road to Brown is lined with “bricks” representing at least one hundred other families who legally challenged segregated schooling in
state and federal courts across the country, eleven of which involved Chinese Americans, Native Americans, and Mexican Americans.
It is not required, but if participants want to learn about the cases beforehand, they
should read The Bricks before Brown: The Chinese American, Native American and Mexicans’
Struggle for Educational Equality. ISBN: 9-780-8203-6203-8
Marisela Martinez-Cola
Dr. Marisela Martinez-Cola earned her BA at the University of Michigan, her law degree at Loyola University Chicago School of Law, and her PhD at Emory University. She
is currently an Assistant Professor of Sociology at Morehouse College in Atlanta, GA.
Her research brings together law, history, and sociology to tell the complex story of
the struggle for educational equality in the United States.
The Great American Songbook: Songs of Johnny Mercer
Oct 20 (Th) 												
OS
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
This is a three class series. Each class will highlight a different songwriter from the
Great American Songbook. Class 1: Johnny Mercer. Class 2: Jerome Kern. Class 3: Irving Berlin.
This class will highlight, through performance & lecture, the songs of Johnny Mercer.
Susan Kraft
Susan Kraft has worked as a trombonist, pianist, and vocalist in the Atlanta area for
more than 40 years. In her college years, she played shows with Bob Hope, Robert
Goulet, and Joe Lovano. She has played for many years in Atlanta area big bands and
salsa bands, as well as classical music groups and pit orchestras for musicals. Currently she plays primarily with jazz duos, trios, and quartets.
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Drinking Water Treatment Plant Tour
Oct 21 (Fr) 												
OS
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
You have clean water delivered to you at the snap of your fingers, always there when
you need it. See the steps taken to make this special delivery happen in Athens! You’ll
see first-hand how water from the North Oconee River, Middle Oconee River, and Bear
Creek Reservoir is cleaned at the J.G. Beacham Drinking Water Treatment Plant and
delivered through a network of pipes to all Athenians.
Jackie Sherry
Jackie Sherry has been with the ACC Public Utilities Department as the Water Conservation Education Specialist for over four years. She discovered the magic of the
water industry while in college and has been drawn to the field ever since. Her position combines her passion for public education and water resources. She oversees
water-themed lessons in schools, leads tours of water facilities, and plans community
events all focused on water.
Women in Georgia Politics
Number of Sessions: 4: 										Z
Oct 21 (Fr), Oct 28 (Fr), Nov 4 (Fr), Nov 11 (Fr)				
12:00N-1:15PM											
$39
Women have been involved in Georgia politics in a variety of ways--as candidates,
organizers, volunteers, and voters. This class will look at women in a variety of political moments and movements in our state. Session 1: Getting the Vote (to 1920) Session
2: Expanding the Vote (1960s) Session 3: Seeking Equality (1970s) Session 4: Seeking
Office (to the present)
Robin Morris
Robin Morris is Associate Professor of History at Agnes Scott College in Atlanta. Her
first book, Goldwater Girls to Reagan Women: Gender, Georgia, and the Growth of the New
Right, will be published in Fall 2022 by the UGA Press. A native of Tucker, GA, Morris
holds a PhD from Yale, an MA in Southern Studies from the University of Mississippi,
and a BA from Queens University of Charlotte.
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Eudora Welty’s A Curtain of Green
Oct 21 (Fr)												
Z
12:00N-1:15PM											
$12
A Curtain of Green is Eudora Welty’s first short story collection, and it contains many of
her most famous pieces, such as “A Worn Path,” “Why I Live at the P.O.”, and “Petrified Man.” Some pieces are wildly comic, while others present tragedies. Welty considers a wide range of Southerners--both blacks and whites, men and women of all
ages--and doesn’t hesitate to present disturbing images, such as a captive black man
forced to dress as a woman and bite off chicken heads, or a tranquil gardener who
contemplates killing her helper. The brilliant writing carries all before it.
John Lowe
John Wharton Lowe is Barbara Methvin Professor of English at UGA. He is the author
or editor of nine books, including Calypso Magnolia: The Crosscurrents of Caribbean and
Southern Literature; Jump at the Sun: Zora Neale Hurston’s Cosmic Comedy; and Louisiana
Literature, from the Colonial Era to Katrina. He teaches Southern, African American, and
Multi-Cultural literature and is currently writing the authorized biography of Ernest J.
Gaines.
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Week 11 (October 24-28)
Title

Instructor

Sessions Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Urban Landscape
Photography: Get
More Out of Your
Digital Camera

Whiting

3

$30

Oct 24 (Mo)
Oct 31 (Mo)
Nov 7 (Mo)

10:00AM - 11:30AM
10:00AM - 11:30AM
10:00AM - 11:30AM

RC

More Dynamic
Courtroom Moments
(Lunch & Learn)

Carlson

1

$33

Oct 25 (Tu)

11:30AM - 1:30PM

OS

The Amazing Machu
Picchu

Hardin

1

$12

Oct 25 (Tu)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

RC

The Classic City:
Bryant
Athens, GA, from Then
(1990s) to Now

1

$12

Oct 26 (We)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

RC

Compassion or
Reaction? Finding Our
Center in Times of
Change

Odil

1

$12

Oct 27 (Th)

10:00AM - 1:00PM

OS

Social Life in the
Movies

Dowd

1

$12

Oct 27 (Th)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

RC

Get to Know UGA’s
Ramsey Center for
Physical Activities

Doolittle

1

$12

Oct 28 (Fr)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

OS

Tour of the Porcelain
and Decorative Arts
Museum at the State
Botanical Garden of
Georgia

Keber

1

$12

Oct 28 (Fr)

10:00AM - 11:30AM

OS
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Urban Landscape Photography: Get More Out of Your Digital Camera
Number of Sessions: 3: Oct 24 (Mo), Oct 31 (Mo), Nov 7 (Mo).			
RC
10:00AM-11:30AM										
$30
This course is designed to help students improve their urban landscape and street
photography. Whether you are using your camera for serious artistic photography or
just for travel and family fun, you’ll learn how to get better shots regardless of lighting conditions. All skill levels and any camera are welcome! In the first session, students will learn composition and exposure techniques and practice in the classroom.
Session two will be a field trip to a local venue for hands-on field experience. The
class will conclude with a third session to continue Q&A and review students’ work in
a friendly, helpful environment.
Gary Whiting
Gary Whiting is an independent photography instructor and Master Naturalist. His
vision is to capture uncommon moments that create unique works of art. A former
Fortune 500 marketing executive, Gary retired to Athens to continue his passion for
teaching and is currently host of the OLLI@UGA PictureThis! SIG. Over the past decade
he has offered more than 55 unique courses to hundreds of OLLI members and camera
and nature clubs throughout Florida and Georgia.
More Dynamic Courtroom Moments
See full description under Lunch & Learns
The Amazing Machu Picchu
Oct 25 (Tu) 												
RC
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
The trip that my wife and I took to Machu Picchu inspired me to much reading about
this place, the Inca empire and its demise, and Hiram Bingham’s discovery of it in
1911. I will attempt, with slides and stories, to recreate the story of this amazing world
wonder, with the hope of inspiring you to visit it!
No required book, but The Last Days of the Incas by Kim McQuarrie is a great read about
all of this.
Ian Hardin
Ian Hardin, after moving to the United States at 18 months, grew up in Birmingham
and lived in Auburn for 27 years before coming to UGA in 1994 as a department chair.
Ian is not a great traveler, other than many trips he has taken to Hong Kong, China,
and Scotland (the land of his birth); but he gets around.
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The Classic City: Athens, GA, from Then (1990s) to Now
Oct 26 (We) 											
RC
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
Tim Bryant came to Athens and WGAU radio in the 1990s as a local news investigator
and radio personality. He will offer a discussion of Athens from then to the present in
the view of a long-time resident, interested observer, and commentator. Besides local
and regional newsworthy happenings, his interests extend to sports (especially the
Bulldogs), politics, and national events with local impact.
Tim Bryant
Tim Bryant is a Georgia native and seasoned radio broadcaster, and is the News Director for WGAU Radio (98.7FM). He has been and is now the morning voice on WGAU
broadcasting 6-10 a.m., Monday through Friday. In addition to the last twenty-plus
years in Athens, he has served other broadcast markets in Florida and around Georgia.
He investigates and writes for both broadcast and publication.
Compassion or Reaction? Finding Our Center in Times of Change
Oct 27 (Th)												
OS
10:00AM-1:00PM											
$12
Each of us has the opportunity to step back from chaos and conflict and into a place of
peace. In this workshop we’ll explore ways to connect to our inner knowing, learning
to navigate life with compassion. Through the practice of guided shamanic journeying
and creative exploration, we’ll activate our imagination and tune in to our intuition.
We’ll learn techniques for opening and balancing our chakras, tending our energetic
bodies, and grounding ourselves. Weather permitting, participants will have the opportunity to spend time in nature and walk a Medicine Wheel.
Participants need to bring something to write with and on and an eye cover if they
have one. They should dress in comfortable clothing and wear shoes suitable for walking on paths. Please arrive about 10 minutes early to settle in comfortably. If COVID
is still spreading, we will have masks available and take other COVID precautions.See
registration receipt email for location details.
Barabara Odil
Barbara Odil is a mixed-media artist whose work and life path are inspired and guided
by her shamanic practice. Since the late 1990s she has taught workshops incorporating creativity and guided journeying. She is trained in the Harner method of shamanism and is a certified color therapist. Odil works with individuals and groups to deepen
their connection to the natural world through journeying and creating.
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Social Life in the Movies
Oct 27 (Th) 												
RC
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
Through Hollywood movies, this course examines some of the most contentious social issues of our time, including racism and sexism. We will also look into some of
most enduring film genres such as romance films like Casablanca (1942) as well as war
movies from WWII through later wars. We conclude the course by returning to the issues of racism and sexism through a critical analysis of the three movies eponymously titled King Kong. This final section of the course highlights the possibility of how
films, in addition to reinforcing cultural beliefs, might also actively serve to change
them.
James Dowd
James J. Dowd (BS Sociology, St. Peter’s College; MA Sociology, the University of
Maryland; PhD Sociology, the University of Southern California) is Professor Emeritus
at the University of Georgia. In addition to his current work on Hollywood films, Dowd
has interviewed over 60 U.S. Army general officers as part of a generational analysis of
military men and women whose careers began during the Vietnam War.
Get to Know UGA’s Ramsey Center for Physical Activities
Oct 28 (Fr) 												
OS
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
OLLI@UGA members can join UGA’s Ramsey Center for Physical Activities through an
affiliate membership agreement. This specially designed tour is a thorough introduction to the various aspects of the facility, known simply as “Ramsey.” The eight-acre
center has three gyms, three pools, a suspended rubberized indoor track, climbing
and bouldering walls, ten racquetball courts, two squash courts, bicycle repair stands,
eight full-length basketball courts, and 19,000 square feet of weight-training space.
Location details will be provided.
Donna Doolittle
Donna Doolittle is the Associate Accountant/Senior Operations Supervisor for UGA’s
Department of Recreational Sports. Doolittle works diligently to ensure that Ramsey
patrons are able to gain access to the facility and are comfortable in the Ramsey environment.
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Tour of the Porcelain and Decorative Arts Museum at the State Botanical Garden of
Georgia
Oct 28 (Fr) 												
OS
10:00AM-11:30AM											
$12
Join Cora Keber for a tour of the new Porcelain and Decorative Arts Museum at the
State Botanical Garden of Georgia. This collection provides insight into the natural
world and connects with the living collections to tell a story of the intersection of the
natural world, art, and history.
Cora Keber
Cora Keber is the Director of Education at the State Botanical Garden of Georgia. She
has a BS from the University of Kentucky, a master’s in Nonprofit Management and
Leadership from UGA, and is currently a PhD student in the UGA College of Agriculture
and Environmental Sciences. Her responsibilities include program development, planning, coordinating, implementing, facilitating, and evaluating for adults, children,
families, university students, and community.
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Week 12 (October 31-November 3)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Are you Ready for an
Electric Vehicle?

Murphy

1

$12

Oct 31 (Mo)

2:00PM - 4:00PM

RC / Z

Finding Private Adams: Saul
How America (and
Europe) Honors Her
War Dead

1

$12

Nov 1 (Tu)

10:00AM - 12:30PM

Z

Revitalizing Your Relationships in the Time
of COVID-19

Willard

1

$12

Nov 1 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

Z

The Many Riches of
Wilson
World Travel, from A to
Z, and Why It Remains
So Rewarding Today

1

$12

Nov 2 (We)

12:00N - 2:30PM

RC

Great Gardens of the
World

Armitage

3

$30

Nov 3 (Th)
Nov 10 (Th)
Nov 17 (Th)

10:00AM - 11:00AM
10:00AM - 11:00AM
10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC / Z

Maps, Gazetteers, Atlases and Other Essential Tools for Family
History

Carter

1

$12

Nov 3 (Th)

1:00PM - 4:00PM

RC / Z

Alzheimer’s Disease:
A Look at Patient and
Caregiver responses

Wengert

1

$12

Nov 4 (Fr)

12:00N - 1:15PM

RC

Are You Ready for an Electric Vehicle?
Oct 31 (Mo) 												
RC / Z
2:00PM-4:00PM											
$12
EVs are the salvation of the planet! Nah- they’re too expensive, you’ll get stranded,
and they’ll burn your house down. Are you considering buying an EV? Then join us
for an overview of the issues in this new world of personal transportation. We’ll cover pros and cons and costs and benefits for vehicles available now and coming soon.
Switching to an EV involves a lot of tradeoffs--they’re not for everybody, at least not
yet. To learn if now’s the time to get yours, join us for this entertaining and electrifying session.
Chuck Murphy
Chuck Murphy is a veteran OLLI presenter and has been an OLLI member since his
retirement in 2007. He’s owned three hybrid cars since his first Prius in 2005. He’s
really amped about the Tesla he’s been driving for the last two years, especially since
it’s powered by the solar panels on his roof. He’s turned on by all things technical and
gets a charge out of sharing his knowledge through teaching OLLI courses.
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Revitalizing Your Relationships in the Time of COVID-19
Nov 1 (Tu) 												Z
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
It’s no secret that the past two plus years have been quite challenging for all of us.
The cumulative wear and tear can bring surprising strain to any of our relationships
and experiences. Allowing for this reality, this course will focus primarily on the side
of resilience and restoration for our connections. It will also look at resources to help
us better understand ourselves and our shifting environments in light of the pandemic
and its aftermath.
Required text: A Couple’s Guide to Happy Retirement and Aging, Sara Yogev ISBN 9781945547713
Hugh Willard
Hugh Willard is a psychotherapist, author, and life coach living and working in Apex,
North Carolina. He has guest-lectured at numerous universities and has led OLLI
classes for many years at NC State University that address various psychosocial dynamics related to the second half of life. He enjoyed coming to OLLI at UGA to lead a
presentation on identity, meaning, and creativity prior to the pandemic and is excited
to be back for another course.
Finding Private Adams How America (and Europe) Honors Her War Dead
Nov 1 (Tu) 												Z
10:00AM-12:30PM										
$12
Beginning with the informal, civic commemoration events following the end of the US
Civil War to the formalization of Memorial Day, in 1970, the US honors her fallen service members in a variety of ways and locations. With the formation of the American
Battle Monuments Commission (ABMC) following WW I, the US established overseas
cemeteries in Europe. Today, across western Europe, the US maintains cemeteries and
monuments to commemorates her fallen of both wars. We will look at one fallen GI
from Georgia and how he is memorialized in France.
Lawrence Saul
Military historian and Colonel (retired) Lawrence Saul served for 37 years in the US
Army, including tours in Germany, Holland, Belgium, England, Kosovo and other locations. He was one of the last veterans of the Vietnam War still serving on active duty
when he retired in 2008. A dedicated OLLI volunteer instructor, Saul has taught more
than 75 military history courses at Clemson, California State University - San Marcos, Emory, and the University of Georgia. He has extensive experience as a Battlefield
Tour Guide and has a BA in History from Georgia State University, as well as two master’s degrees.
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The Many Riches of World Travel, from A to Z, and Why It Remains So Rewarding
Today
Nov 2 (We) 												RC
12:00N-2:30PM											
$12
Endless incredible destinations, combined with countless awesome choices--together, we will explore and discuss many of the most stunning, enriching, and memorable places on the planet, with an emphasis on the many details that go into deciding
where to go, and how to plan. From Salzburg to San Francisco, Sydney and Santorini,
to Bordeaux, Bali, Buenos Aires, Bangkok, and everywhere in between, in spite of the
world’s problems, our planet remains a veritable feast for the senses and the soul. In
this class we will sample some of the best that our fascinating world has to offer.
Adam Wilson
Adam has a BA in international studies from UCLA and a Master’s in international
business from the University of Kentucky. He has worked in international marketing with corporations such as IBM and NCR. Wilson has lived, worked, studied, and
traveled all over the world. Since 2004 he has been a professional travel consultant,
a career that has given him the pleasure of putting together the trips of a lifetime for
his clients.

Great Gardens of the World
Number of Sessions: 3: Nov 3 (Th), Nov 10 (Th), Nov 17 (Th).			
RC / Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$30
Join Dr A as he guides us through some of the world’s finest gardens. Great gardens
in Ireland, Wales, France, Italy, New Zealand, Australia, South Africa and Canada, to
name but a few possibilities.
Allan Armitage
Professor Emeritus of Horticulture, Armitage has written 17 books that serve as classroom texts, reference books, and gardeners’ companions. His reference book Herbaceous Perennial Plants, now in its 4th edition, was recognized as one of the best 75
books in the last 75 years. One of his most recent books, Of Naked Ladies and Forgetme-Nots, which tells the stories behind plant names, is also a best seller. His App,
Armitage’s Great Garden Plants, serves industry and consumers.
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Maps, Gazetteers, Atlases and Other Essential Tools for Family History
Nov 3 (Th) 												RC /Z
1:00PM-4:00PM											
$12
Family history research requires putting people in a place at a time. Geography and
related resources are helpful tools in finding ancestors. Clues as to why people moved,
how they moved, and where they went can often be determined by looking at the terrain, climate, and geography. Maps, charts, gazetteers, and online geography-related
resources are indispensable. This three-hour overview of resources will be lecture and
hands-on exercises in advance of the class and during the class session. Advance assignments will be necessary to maximize benefit.
Laura Carter
Laura Carter spent forty-plus years working in libraries helping people find information. She was the Heritage Room Librarian at the Athens-Clarke County Library, and
attended IGHR (Institute of Genealogy and Historical Research) annually to help her
library’s genealogy patrons. Elected a Fellow of the Society of Georgia Archivists in
2012 for her advocacy for genealogical and historical collections and her efforts teaching professionals how to work with genealogists and family historians, Laura loves
learning and teaching.
Alzheimer’s Disease: A Look at Patient and Caregiver Responses
Nov 4 (Fr) 												RC
12:00PM-1:15PM											
$12
Alzheimer’s disease (and Early Onset Alzheimer’s as well as dementia) affects two
people —the patient and the caregiver. We will quickly look at the symptoms of Alzheimer’s, including brain changes, and the chances for an effective treatment in three
years. Then we will consider the second person in this disease, the caregiver, and what
you can do in a fairly proactive way as a caregiver and as a friend of a caregiver. A
handout will be provided.
Gene Wengert
Gene Wengert has been involved for many decades with family members and friends
with Alzheimer’s disease. He is also part of an Alzheimer study at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. His special perspective includes what the disease does to two
people--patient and caregiver.
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Week 13 (November 6-12)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Governmental Health
Care in America

Warren

1

$12

Nov 7 (Mo)

12:00N - 1:15PM

RC / Z

Gardening Tools need to Wengert
be Cuddled and Caressed

1

$12

Nov 7 (Mo)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

RC

The Great Commanders

Saul

1

$12

Nov 8 (Tu)

10:00AM - 12:30PM

Z

How to Taste: The
practical science of wine
enjoyment

Frank

2

$41

Nov 8 (Tu)
Nov 15 (Tu)

2:00PM - 4:00PM
2:00PM - 4:00PM

RC

Why Did Your Mother
Tell You to Eat Carrots?
Why Did You Tell Your
Children That Carrots
Do not Enhance Eyesight?

Armitage

1

$12

Nov 9 (We)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC / Z

Glyphosate (Roundup):
Crider
Ideal Herbicide or Global
Menace?

1

$12

Nov 9 (We)

2:00PM - 4:00PM

RC / Z

Parables...The Reaction
They Got Back Then

Wengert

1

$12

Nov 11 (Fr)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC / Z

The Athens Fibercraft
Guild: A Community of
Crafters

Johnson

1

$12

Nov 11 (Fr)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

RC/ Z

Governmental Health Care in America
Nov 7 (Mo) 												RC / Z
12:00PM-1:15PM											
$12
This presentation will cover the historical development and role of health care provided by all forms of government in the United States. Some form of health care has been
provided by governing groups since the 1600s. Early health care targets were specific
groups (local residents) but the eligible persons (soldiers) began to expand in the early
1800s. Employer provided health systems emerged by 1900 and health insurance plans
were available before 1940. The last 70 years have seen the creation of the Veterans
Administration, Medicare, Medicaid and the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare). What
will the future hold?
Flynn Warren
North Carolina native Flynn Warren attended Belmont Abbey College and the Universities of South Carolina and Georgia. Flynn was on the faculty of the UGA College of
Pharmacy from 1967 to 1977 and from 1985 to 2007. He retired as Clinical Professor
and Assistant Dean. From 1977 to 1985 he was Head of Pharmacy at the King Faisal
Specialist Hospital in Saudi Arabia. Flynn is a former President of the Georgia Pharmacy Association.
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Gardening Tools need to be Cuddled and Caressed
Nov 7 (Mo) 												RC
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
Gardening tools, from hand pruners and shears to “loppers” to shovels and hoes, all
work better if they are properly sharpened, the metal is slightly lubricated, and the
wood is cared for with waxes and more. Gene will demonstrate practical sharpening
techniques that you can use, as well as proper handle care procedures. Safety will be
emphasized too. As time permits, Gene will sharpen (unless it is a lost cause) one reasonably-sized hand-tool for you. This class provides attendees with experience using
a variety of tools.
Gene Wengert
Gene Wengert is very familiar with sharpening all sorts of metal tools as well as caring
for wooden handles. He has presented this class on sharpening to many garden clubs.
Professionally, he is a retired Extension Forest Products Specialist working in sawing
and wood manufacturing.
The Great Commanders
Nov 8 (Tu) 												Z
10:00AM-12:30PM										
$12
Throughout the history of warfare, a select group of men have risen to a level of
greatness for the acumen and prowess on the battlefield. This course will examine
some of these great men and their impact, not just on warfare, but on history as a
whole. Some will be familiar to the course participants; otherwise will be, heretofore.
Lawrence Saul
Military historian and Colonel (retired) Lawrence Saul served for 37 years in the US
Army, including tours in Germany, Holland, Belgium, England, Kosovo and other locations. He was one of the last veterans of the Vietnam War still serving on active duty
when he retired in 2008. A dedicated OLLI volunteer instructor, Saul has taught more
than 75 military history courses at Clemson, California State University - San Marcos, Emory, and the University of Georgia. He has extensive experience as a Battlefield
Tour Guide and has a BA in History from Georgia State University, as well as two master’s degrees.
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How to Taste: The Practical Science of Wine Enjoyment
Number of Sessions: 2: Nov 8 (Tu), Nov 15 (Tu).						
RC
2:00PM-4:00PM											
$41
This class will provide science-based advice for improving your enjoyment of fine
wines. You will learn about the biological basis of flavor sensation, the components of
wine flavor profiles, how to distinguish wine flavors, the psychological aspects of wine
enjoyment, and how to develop a tasting vocabulary. You will also receive tips for purchasing and serving wine. This will be an in-person course in two sessions, with wine
tasting in each session.
Joe Frank
Joe Frank is a Professor Emeritus of Food Science at UGA. He has taught wine science
for study abroad students in Cortona, Italy, and has organized wine tastings for the
Athens Chapter of the American Wine Society.
Why Did Your Mother Tell You to Eat Carrots? Why Did You Tell Your Children That
Carrots Do not Enhance Eyesight?
Nov 9 (We) 												RC / Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
Dr. Armitage will educate and entertain with his Tales From The Garden. Was there
really someone called Joe Pye? Of all the flowers in the world, why is the poppy the
flower of remembrance? What do bachelor’s buttons have to do with bachelors, and
why is a dogwood called a dogwood? It has nothing to do with dogs. Enjoy the stories
behind the common names of plants we know. Smile and learn.
Allan Armitage
Professor Emeritus of Horticulture, Armitage has written 17 books that serve as classroom texts, reference books, and gardeners’ companions. His reference book Herbaceous Perennial Plants, now in its 4th edition, was recognized as one of the best 75
books in the last 75 years. One of his most recent books, Of Naked Ladies and Forgetme-Nots, which tells the stories behind plant names, is also a best seller. His App,
Armitage’s Great Garden Plants, serves industry and consumers.
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Glyphosate (Roundup): Ideal Herbicide or Global Menace?
Nov 9 (We) 												RC / Z
2:00PM-4:00PM											
$12
This class will investigate some of the controversies surrounding glyphosate, the
world’s most widely used herbicide. There is a wealth of mainstream research and
factual information to indicate that glyphosate has a favorable safety profile for the
environment and for human health, especially when compared to other herbicides. In
some instances, the use of glyphosate can have environmental benefits: Its use allows no-till farming practices and can reduce the need for more toxic herbicides on
farms. For homeowners and land managers, it is a favored tool for controlling invasive
plants, aiding the restoration of native plant species diversity.
Gary Crider
Gary Crider works at the State Botanical Garden and with the ACC Sustainability Office
as an invasive plant control specialist. He also leads volunteer groups in their efforts
to limit the spread of invasive plant species and to restore wildlife habitat. He serves
on the boards of Sandy Creek Nature Center, Inc. and the Oconee Rivers Audubon Society. In recognition of his environmental stewardship and activism, Gary received the
2013 Alec Little Environmental Award.
Parables...The Reaction They Got Back Then
Nov 11 (Fr) 												RC / Z
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
Parables are a bit more than a story told while sitting around the campfire. They are
intended to communicate some truths and understanding about God. This class will
begin with a quick look at the structure of a parable (e.g., most parables have several things that just do not seem normal). Then the class will examine three parables:
“The Lost Sheep,” “The Lost Coin,” and “The Lost Sons” (also called the Prodigal
Son). There is no sermon, but rather an informal look at what the original person
heard, interpreted, and understood. Discussion is invited, as your emotional response
is certainly valid today.
Gene Wengert
Gene is a certified Bethel Bible Series instructor. He has taught many adult “Bible
classes” including several at OLLI. He tends to enjoy looking at the reaction and understanding that the original viewer, reader, or hearer would likely have had. He does
have a sense of humor, which we also see in the parables.
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The Athens Fibercraft Guild: A Community of Crafters
Nov 11 (Fr) 												RC / Z
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
This class will cover the history of AFG (Lyndon House’s first guild), member benefits,
projects, and what members can expect. Member skill levels range from beginner to
pro. AFG has an extensive library of vintage and current fiber craft books and magazines. Projects include participation in the annual Lyndon House Full House Exhibit,
an annual Challenge Project, and a Holiday Gift Exchange. Programs include presentations by local and national fiber crafters. AFG has a website, Facebook page, and
newsletter. This class will feature images of work by members and program presenters. Participants are encouraged to share their fiber interests.
Liz Johnson
Liz has been fiber crafting since she was six, when her neighbor taught her to crochet.
She has won many awards for her quilting and knitting. She has published patterns in
magazines and has also pursued weaving and other fiber crafts. If it is done with fiber, she has probably tried it. So when she retired, it was natural for her to join Athens
Fibercraft Guild to meet friends with similar interests. She is now AFG Secretary.
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Week 14 (November 14-18)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Athens, GA —Outside/In: Stepp
A Brief Introduction to the
Athens Music Scene

1

$12

Nov 14 (Mo)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

RC

Future Perfect

Stowell

1

$12

Nov 15 (Tu)

10:00AM - 12:00N

Z

Historic UGA North Campus Virtual Tour

Dendy

1

$12

Nov 15 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

Z

Rabbit Box: Creating
Community, One Story at
a Time (Lunch & Learn)

Crawley
/ Kaley /
Wilmouth

1

$33

Nov 15 (Tu)

11:30AM - 1:30PM

OS

Fake News is Not New!
Kraft, E
The Warming Pan Scandal
of 1688

1

$12

Nov 15 (Tu)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

Z

Libby and Overdrive Apps:
Digital Reading and Library Resources

Tench

1

$12

Nov 16 (We)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

OS

Saudi Arabia: An Understanding of the Kingdom

Warren

1

$12

Nov 16 (We)

12:00N - 1:15PM

RC / Z

Tour of the UGA Veterinary Teaching Hospital

Brick

1

$12

Nov 16 (We)

2:00PM - 2:45PM

OS

The Great American
Songbook: Songs of
Jerome Kern

Kraft, S

1

$12

Nov 17 (Th)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

OS

Writing Workshop: Preserving a Delicate History

Coley

1

$12

Nov 18 (Fr)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

RC

Athens, GA — Outside/In: A Brief Introduction to the Athens Music Scene
Nov 14 (Mo) 											RC
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
This course introduces students to the history and diverse musical offerings of the
Athens, GA, music scene from folk songs to indie rock to hip hop and beyond. Participants will learn about the important people, places, and art in the music scene that
began with Pink Morton and the vaudeville circuits of the early 1900s and continues
through the massive music festivals of today.
Jordan Stepp
Jordan Stepp is a music journalist, radio host, and copyright specialist living in Athens, GA. Stepp founded AthensMusicJunkie.com, a hyper-local music blog, while attending UGA in the early 2000s and continues to update it to this day. Stepp’s musings
about Athens music can often be found on air at WUGA 91.7 FM and in independent
magazines worldwide. There may also be a book or two in the works.
Register Now
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Future Perfect
Nov 15 (Tu) 											Z
10:00AM-12:00N											
$12
Remember the book 1984? THAT was the future! How about 2000, the new
Millennium? THAT was the future! We’ve lived through all of those futures, so what’s
the next future? One thing we know for certain is that the pace of technological
change has accelerated. Let’s look ahead maybe ten years. We’ll take a quick
look back, just to set the stage. Remember how you did things prior to the Smart
Phone? Now, driven by technology, what’s likely to happen by 2030? We’ll consider
autos, airplanes, railroads, space travel, highways, healthcare, education, climate,
environment, and energy.
Douglas Stowell
Doug Stowell has been a Furman University OLLI instructor in Greenville, SC, since
2015 and nationally with more than forty OLLI chapters via ZOOM since 2018. His
background is in corporate market research and public-opinion polling. He has been
Director of Market Research for the Xerox Corp., U.S. Client Director for the U.K.
firm National Opinion Polling Ltd. In London, and Senior Client Representative with
Wirthlin Worldwide Polling in Washington, DC. He opened MRA in 2008.
Historic UGA North Campus Virtual Tour
Nov 15 (Tu) 											Z
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
UGA’s iconic North Campus features buildings and spaces -- many more than a century old-that are architecturally diverse, aesthetically charming, and rich in history,
lore, and legend. In a specially made OLLI video, you will get a close-up look at these
landmarks on a virtual walking tour starting at the Arch and covering much of the
North Campus area. Visit the oldest building in Athens...the beautiful UGA Chapel...the
site of the first murder on campus...the charming Founders Memorial Garden...and the
field where the first college football game in Georgia was played. The presenter will be
available for questions after the presentation.
Larry Dendy
After receiving a journalism degree from UGA in 1965, Larry Dendy was a newspaper
reporter and editor in Winston-Salem, NC, and Tifton, GA. In 1972, he joined the UGA
Office of Public Affairs where he worked for 37 years as a writer, editor, News Service
director, speechwriter and special projects manager. In 2009, he wrote Through the
Arch: An Illustrated Guide to the University of Georgia Campus, published by the UGA Press
in 2013.

Rabbit Box: Creating Community, One Story at a Time
See full description under Lunch & Learns
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Fake News is Not New! The Warming Pan Scandal of 1688
Nov 14 (Mo) 											Z
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
On June 10, 1688, the wife of the king of England (James II) gave birth to a baby
boy...Or did she? Gilbert Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury, and others said no. The baby
that Queen Mary claimed to have given birth to was actually smuggled into the birth
chamber in a warming pan, they asserted. There was no child born, and, therefore, no
male heir to the throne of England, or so they said. In this class, we will examine this
bit of sensational “news,” and the purpose it served for the politicians of the day.
Elizabeth Kraft
Elizabeth Kraft is Professor Emerita of English at the University of Georgia, where
she taught for 33 years (retiring in August 2020). Her academic specialization is eighteenth-century British literature and this class grows out of research she is conducting for a book in that field.
Libby and Overdrive Apps: Digital Reading and Library Resources
Nov 16 (We) 											
OS
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
This class on the Libby and OverDrive apps will cover how to access the library’s digital materials from a smartphone, tablet, or computer. The presenter will walk through
the use of the programs and address common questions.
Anna Tench
Anna works as a Technical Assistant and Trainer with the Athens-Clarke County Library, having had experience using library services both as a patron and as a staff
member. She enjoys reading and learning about new resources.
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Saudi Arabia: An Understanding of the Kingdom
Nov 16 (We) 											RC / Z
12:00PM-1:15PM											
$12
United States relations with Saudi Arabia change frequently. This presentation will
provide an introduction to the geography, history, religion and government of Saudi Arabia. The presenter lived in Saudi Arabia for 8 years, working at the King Faisal
Specialist Hospital. He lived on the local economy and traveled extensively throughout
the Kingdom. The current status of American relations with Saudi Arabia will be emphasized.
Flynn Warren
North Carolina native Flynn Warren attended Belmont Abbey College and the Universities of South Carolina and Georgia. Flynn was on the faculty of the UGA College of
Pharmacy from 1967 to 1977 and from 1985 to 2007. He retired as Clinical Professor
and Assistant Dean. From 1977 to 1985 he was Head of Pharmacy at the King Faisal
Specialist Hospital in Saudi Arabia. Flynn is a former President of the Georgia Pharmacy Association.

Tour of the UGA Veterinary Teaching Hospital
Nov 16 (We) 											
OS
2:00PM-2:45PM											
$12
Come receive a behind-the-scenes tour of the UGA College of Veterinary Medicine’s
Veterinary Teaching Hospital. This state-of-the-art facility handles more than 27,000
animal visits a year and provides veterinary care for all types of animals. The tour will
take place at 2200 College Station Road. Parking is limited, so participants are encouraged to carpool. Additionally, the tour requires 45 minutes of continuous walking, so
participants are encouraged to wear comfortable, close-toed shoes.
The Class will take place at 2200 College Station Road
Marti Brick
Marti Brick serves as the senior director of community relations and marketing at the
University of Georgia College of Veterinary Medicine. In this role, she is responsible
for establishing cooperative relationships with key stakeholders She also leads the
Continuing Education, Communications and Marketing team. Marti brings over 20
years of tradition and many years of experience working on leadership challenges and
internal and external communications. Prior to this role she was the director of alumni relations for the college.
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The Great American Songbook: Songs of Jerome Kern
Nov 17 (Th) 											
OS
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
This is a three-class series. Each class will highlight a different songwriter from the
Great American Songbook. Class 1: Johnny Mercer. Class 2: Jerome Kern. Class 3: Irving Berlin.
This is part 2 of a 3 part class: This class will highlight, through performance and lecture, the songs of Jerome Kern.
Susan Kraft
Susan Kraft has worked as a trombonist, pianist, and vocalist in the Atlanta area for
more than 40 years. In her college years, she played shows with Bob Hope, Robert
Goulet, and Joe Lovano. She has played for many years in Atlanta area big bands and
salsa bands, as well as classical music groups and pit orchestras for musicals. Currently she plays primarily with jazz duos, trios, and quartets.
Writing Workshop: Preserving a Delicate History
Nov 18 (Fr) 												RC
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
Writing about an interesting person or family member can be challenging, particularly
when they don’t want to talk about their life because of controversy, or perhaps you or
your subject have a fear of harming others in the process. Whether you are writing a
memoir or a biography, or simply documenting family history for future generations,
find out how to ask the tough questions to preserve a complicated or delicate history
while honoring and respecting the person and their story. In this workshop learn interviewing tips and how to ask the right questions.
Tracy Coley
Tracy Coley is a local writer and former editor of Boom Magazine who retired from a
long-time communications career at the University of Georgia. She earned an MFA in
narrative nonfiction from UGA, where she also teaches journalism. In her spare time
she enjoys researching family genealogy and writes about home, faith, grief, resilience, and the human spirit in her blog messygrief.com.
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Week 15 (November 21-25)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

The Universe
and You

Reed

1

$12

Nov 21 (Mo)

10:30AM - 11:45AM

RC

The Universe and You
Nov 21 (Mo) 											RC
10:30AM-11:45AM										
$12
Until the 1920s astronomers thought there was only one galaxy: ours. Even before the
new Webb Telescope, however, our galactic conception of the Universe had grown to
upwards of 2 trillion estimated galaxies. Your instructor will talk about this “expansion” of the Universe, how we got to this understanding, how astronomical distance
is measured, and why we are not likely to have alien star visitors. Interspersed in our
discussion will be a number of photos of the Sun. And do you know which element of
your body was not created in the nuclear furnace of a giant star?
Lee Reed
Lee retired from UGA in 2010 as the Sherer Chair in Public Affairs. He was also Meigs
Distinguished Teaching Professor. He has taught several OLLI classes on subjects like
astronomy and photography.
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Week 16 (November 28-December 2)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Otis Redding, His Life
and Legacy

Lyndon

1

$12

Nov 28 (Mo)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC

Skills Practice for
Calkin
Life-Threatening Emergencies

1

$12

Nov 29 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC

Unreconciled: Confront- Dunning
ing the Legacy of Jim
Crow through the Consolidation of Two Colleges in Georgia
(Lunch and Learn)

1

$33

Nov 29 (Tu)

11:30AM - 1:30PM

OS

Always Free, Always On- Mastrovita 1
line: Statewide “Original” Collections from
the Digital Library of
Georgia

$12

Nov 29 (Tu)

2:00PM - 3:00PM

RC / Z

The Five “Must Have”
Elements of a Murder
Mystery

1

$12

Nov 30 (We)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

RC / Z

iPhone & Apple Watch:
Murphy
Everything You Want to
Know but Were Afraid to
Ask

1

$12

Nov 30 (We)

2:00PM - 4:00PM

RC / Z

It’s Just Not Cricket...
But It Is!

3

$30

Dec 1 (Th)
Dec 8 (Th)
Dec 15 (Th)

10:00AM - 11:15AM
10:00AM - 11:15AM
10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC / Z

Mills

Meehan /
Meehan

Otis Redding, His Life and Legacy
Nov 28 (Mo) 											RC
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
John Lyndon will discuss the life, music contributions, and lasting legacy of Otis
Redding.
John Lyndon
John Lyndon was born and raised in Macon. He received his undergraduate and law
degrees from the University of Georgia. He has been practicing law in Athens since
1976, specializing in divorce and family law. John’s passion is music, having grown
up in Macon during the heyday of rhythm and blues and experiencing the transition
from that genre to southern rock ‘n roll. John’s three brothers have all worked for rock
bands.
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Skills Practice for Life-Threatening Emergencies
Nov 29 (Tu) 											RC
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
This presentation will include the demonstration of hands-only CPR, AED (Automated External Defibrillator) use, choking rescue, and stopping life-threatening bleeding.
Students will be given the opportunity to practice these skills developed to address
life-threatening emergencies.
Katie Calkin
Katie Calkin is a Certified Health Education Specialist with a Master’s Degree in Public
Health. She has worked at Piedmont Athens Regional since 1999. Her passion is helping people to make healthy choices in their lives. She provides education in the community on first-aid skills, quitting nicotine, increasing exercise, coping with stress,
and improving nutrition.
Unreconciled: Confronting the Legacy of Jim Crow through the Consolidation of Two
Colleges in Georgia
See full description under Lunch and Learn
Always Free, Always Online: Statewide “Original” Collections from the Digital Library
of Georgia
Nov 29 (Tu) 											RC / Z
2:00PM-3:00PM											
$12
Over the years, the Digital Library of Georgia (DLG) has built partnerships with
cultural heritage institutions statewide that lack the resources to digitize and share
content. We will establish the importance of these collections by selecting materials
with a committee of partners and stakeholders who determine the historical and
cultural significance of the work and the impact that digitization will bring to
researchers, genealogists, and historians. Since 2017, these partnerships have made
dozens of such collections possible without paywalls or passwords. We’ll show you
how to find these collections and show how they serve those who love digging into
Georgia history.
Mandy Mastrovita
Mandy Mastrovita is a digital projects librarian and certified digital marketing
professional at the Digital Library of Georgia. She has a BFA in studio art and a BA
in art history from Tufts University, an MFA in printmaking from the University of
Georgia, and an MLIS from the University of Alabama. She has published in Georgia
Library Quarterly, Provenance, Journal of the Society of Georgia Archivists, and in the Digital
Library Federation’s Blog and News.
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The Five “Must Have” Elements of a Murder Mystery
Nov 30 (We)											RC / Z
10:00AM-11:00AM										
$12
Mystery readers have high expectations when they open a book. Mystery authors
know what they have to deliver to demanding readers, but are readers aware of those
five main elements that constitute a “good” mystery? This class strives to make us
clever consumers of mystery fiction.
Penny Mills
Dr. Penny Mills received degrees in Political Science from Northern Arizona University
(MA) and the University of Arizona (PhD). She spent 19 years at Gainesville State College, first in the classroom and later years as Dean of the Oconee campus. She also directed a nonprofit organization and currently works as a part-time Library Assistant.
Her interest in crime fiction, particularly murder mysteries, is a longtime obsession.
iPhone & Apple Watch: Everything You Want to Know but Were Afraid to Ask
Nov 30 (We)											RC / Z
2:00PM-4:00PM											
$12
iPhone users: Tips, tricks, traps, hints, cheats, and all those basic features you know
exist but can never find--We’ll cover them! If you’ve got an iPhone and would like to
become best friends with it, then join us for this tour of the fundamentals and how the
basic features all fit together to simplify your life. We’ll cover: The Phone, Contacts,
Calendar, Camera, Mail, Safari, Reminders, and a few more. Also, learn how an Apple
Watch complements your iPhone, and how these devices work together to improve
your health and lengthen your life!
Chuck Murphy
Chuck Murphy is a retired software professional and veteran OLLI@UGA presenter.
He’s now on his ninth iPhone and third Apple Watch. He enjoys sharing his knowledge
of how these devices can streamline and enhance our lives while preserving our health
and longevity.
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It’s Just not Cricket...But It Is!
Number of Sessions: 3: Dec 1 (Th), Dec 8 (Th), Dec 15 (Th).				
RC / Z
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$30
Covering all you need to know to have good innings, not get stuck on a sticky wicket,
or be out for a golden duck!
Tim Meehan
Tim Meehan became Executive Director of OLLI in 2017, having spent ten years developing the nonprofits and businesses associated with St Andrew Holborn in London,
England. Born in Coventry, England, he read Classics (Greek and Latin) at King’s College, London, gaining both bachelor’s and master’s degrees. He will also be joined by
his father Cyril Meehan via Zoom from England for at least two of the sessions.
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Week 17 (December 5-9)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

The Buddhist NonSelf: Origins and
Implications of an
Astonishing Idea

Keene

2

$21

Dec 5 (Mo)
Dec 6 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:15AM
10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC

Basic Floral Design

Campbell

1

$32

Dec 5 (Mo)

2:00PM - 4:00PM

OS

Writing Workshop:
Grief Journaling and
Writing Through
Loss

Coley

1

$12

Dec 6 (Tu)

10:00AM - 11:30AM

RC

Depictions of Vietnam Veterans on
Television

Summerlin

1

$12

Dec 6 (Tu)

2:00PM - 3:15PM

RC

Mystery Fiction
Choices: The Hardboiled Detective to
“Cozy” Mysteries

Mills

1

$12

Dec 7 (We)

10:00AM - 11:15AM

RC / Z

Hearing Well and
Longevity

Cohen

1

$12

Dec 7 (We)

12:00N - 1:15PM

RC / Z

Interlibrary Loan
and Online Library
Resources

Elm

1

$12

Dec 9 (Fr)

10:00AM - 11:00AM

OS

The Buddhist Non-Self: Origins and Implications of an Astonishing Idea
Number of Sessions: 2: Dec 5 (Mo), Dec 6 (Tu).						
RC
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$21
The idea that the Self is an illusion, will seem counter-intuitive, if not incomprehensible, to many. But the Buddhist concept of non-self (anatman) is at the very center
of a worldview of one of humanituies great religious/philosophic traditions. Once its
origins in Indian religious tradition is explored, the concept is not difficult to grasp.
And once grasped, its implications are astonishing. This course will introduce the
concept of anatman and conclude with an in-class discussion of its implications for us
today.
Tom Keene
Tom Keene is Emeritus Professor of History at Kennesaw State University, where he
taught for 42 years, mostly undergraduate World History and the History of Science.
He served for 15 years as Director of the KSU International Center, facilitating study
broad and exchange programs. He is an avid cyclist and a member of the Board of
Directors of Firefly Trail, Inc. He and Jane Keene moved to Athens in 2015 to be near
their grandchildren.
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Basic Floral Design
Dec 5 (Mo)												
OS
2:00PM-4:00PM											
$32
Just in time for the holidays! This hands-on workshop provides an introduction to the
basics of floral design, including the principles and elements of design. Tool use, cutting techniques, and flower selection will be discussed. The best part: All students will
leave with their own custom-designed live flower centerpiece and a new appreciation
for cut flower arranging. All supplies will be provided The presenter will be instructing
in person at the South Milledge Greenhouse Classroom.
The presenter will be instructing off site. Please review your electronic receipt note for
location details
Julie Campbell
Dr. Julie H. Campbell is an Assistant Research Scientist (50% teaching/ 50% research)
in the Department of Horticulture at the University of Georgia. Her recent research
focuses on many issues facing the green industry, including consumer preferences,
buyer perceptions, marketing, and best-management practices. Her research helps
link consumers, retailers, and producers, often intertwining multiple disciplines. She
currently teaches Sustainable Plant Production, Professional Horticulture Practices,
and Principles of Floral Design.

Writing Workshop: Grief Journaling and Writing Through Loss
Dec 6 (Tu)												
RC
10:00AM-11:30AM										
$12
Journaling is widely known to help process emotions and the ever-swelling waves
of grief. Loss is felt not only in death and in declining health, but also at the end of
marriages, friendships/relationships and careers. If you’ve experienced loss recently
or even a few years ago, journaling can help you tease out the thoughts that keep you
awake at night while acknowledging the loss and providing a means of moving forward and even inspiring new goals. Learn how to journal effectively from a seasoned
writer who has used journaling as a healing tool to navigate multiple types of loss.
Tracy Coley
Tracy Coley is a local writer and former editor of Boom Magazine who retired from a
long-time communications career at the University of Georgia. She earned an MFA in
narrative nonfiction from UGA, where she also teaches journalism. In her spare time
she enjoys researching family genealogy and writes about home, faith, grief, resilience, and the human spirit in her blog messygrief.com.
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Depictions of Vietnam Veterans on Television
Dec 6,(Tu)												
RC
2:00PM-3:15PM											
$12
Vietnam veteran characters have been a mainstay on American television over the last
fifty years. Following the end of the Vietnam War, they were portrayed most commonly as mentally dangerous criminals and unstable drug addicts. This characterization changed in the decade that followed, when veterans of the war were depicted on
television in the form of more heroic characters like Magnum P.I. and the A-Team.
Donnie Summerlin will bring that transition to life through the use of videos clips that
reflect how the nation came to terms with the war through television media in the late
twentieth century.
Donnie Summerlin
Donnie Summerlin is the Digital Projects Archivist at the Digital Library of Georgia,
where he manages the ongoing effort to digitize Georgia’s historical newspapers.
He has earned a BA in history from the University of Georgia, an MA in history from
Georgia College & State University, and an MLIS from Valdosta State University. His
publication credits include articles in the Georgia Historical Quarterly, New Georgia
Encyclopedia, and Archival Outlook.

Mystery Fiction Choices: From the Hard-boiled Detective to “Cozy” Mysteries
Dec 7 (We)												
RC / Z
10:00AM-11:15AM											
$12
The class traces mystery fiction from the American hard-boiled detectives of the
1920s-1940s to the myriad choices readers have today. Mystery writing moved on
from the predominately British 1920s Golden Age of mystery fiction across the “pond”
to the American hard-boiled detectives of the 1930s and 1940s. What we have today
are the descendants of that rich early history, mystery writing to satisfy even the most
demanding reader.
Penny Mills
Dr. Penny Mills received degrees in Political Science from Northern Arizona University
(MA) and the University of Arizona (PhD). She spent 19 years at Gainesville State
College, first in the classroom and later years as Dean of the Oconee campus. She
also directed a nonprofit organization and currently works as a part-time Library
Assistant. Her interest in crime fiction, particularly murder mysteries, is a longtime
obsession.
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Hearing Well and Longevity
Dec 7 (We) 												
RC / Z
12:00N-1:15PM											
$12
This class will explore the importance of healthy hearing and how good ear and
hearing health is related to longevity, decreased risk of falls, and improved cognition.
Kerry Cohen
Kerry Cohen is a clinical doctor of audiology with nearly 20 years of experience. She
has worked extensively with people of all ages, and in a variety of settings including
West Point’s Keller Army Community Hospital as well as Boston’s renowned Vernick
& Gopal, LLC, an otology practice, and Harvard University teaching facility affiliated
with Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. She currently practices at the UGA Speech
and Hearing Clinic.

Interlibrary Loan and Online Library Resources
Dec 9 (Fr)												
RC / Z
10:00AM-11:00AM											
$12
This class will cover how to submit an interlibrary loan (ILL) request through the Athens-Clarke County Library and other aspects of ILL. We will also briefly discuss other
online resources the Library provides including Gale Legal Forms, Consumer Reports,
and Data Axle. The presenter will walk through the use of the resources and address
common questions.
Gretchen Elm
Gretchen works as a Reference Librarian and Passport Agent with the Athens-Clarke
County Library. She earned her Master’s of Science in Library Science from the University of Kentucky. She enjoys reading, managing her herd of goats, and helping
people learn new skills.
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Week 18 (December 12-16)
Title

Instructor

Sessions

Cost

Dates

Time

Type

Thomas Cole (1801Simon
1848) and the Hudson
River School: A Higher
Sort of Landscape Painting. (Lunch and Learn)

1

$33

Dec 13 (Tu)

11:30AM - 1:30PM

OS

Invasive/Non-native
Plants: Identification
and Control

Crider

1

$12

Dec 14 (We)

2:00PM - 4:00PM

RC /Z

The Great American
Songbook: Songs of Irving Berlin

Kraft, S

1

$12

Dec 15 (Th)

2:00PM - 3:30PM

OS

Thomas Cole (1801-1848) and the Hudson River School: A Higher Sort of Landscape
Painting.
See the full description under Lunch and Learns
Invasive/Non-Native Plants: Identification and Control
Dec 14 (We) 											
RC / Z
2:00PM-4:00PM											
$12
Privet and wisteria are just two examples of the many invasive, non-native pest
plants that threaten the viability and diversity of our native plants and wildlife. This
course will focus on the “Top Ten” worst invasive plants in the Georgia Piedmont.
Participants will learn how to identify these plants and how they can overwhelm
native plant communities, disrupting natural ecosystems. Basic management and
control strategies will be discussed. These management tools and methods will be
applicable to suburban backyards and to larger spaces such as public parks.
Gary Crider
Gary Crider works at the State Botanical Garden and with the ACC Sustainability Office
as an invasive plant control specialist. He also leads volunteer groups in their efforts
to limit the spread of invasive plant species and to restore wildlife habitat. He serves
on the boards of Sandy Creek Nature Center, Inc. and the Oconee Rivers Audubon
Society. In recognition of his environmental stewardship and activism, Gary received
the 2013 Alec Little Environmental Award.
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The Great American Songbook: Songs of Irving Berlin
Dec 15 (Th) 												
RC
2:00PM-3:30PM											
$12
This is a three-class series. Each class will highlight a different songwriter from the
Great American Songbook. Class 1: Johnny Mercer. Class 2: Jerome Kern. Class 3: Irving
Berlin.
This is Part 3 of 3 This class will highlight, through performance and lecture, the
songs of Irving Berlin.
Susan Kraft
Susan Kraft has worked as a trombonist, pianist, and vocalist in the Atlanta area for
more than 40 years. In her college years, she played shows with Bob Hope, Robert
Goulet, and Joe Lovano. She has played for many years in Atlanta area big bands
and salsa bands, as well as classical music groups and pit orchestras for musicals.
Currently she plays primarily with jazz duos, trios, and quartets.
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How to Register
To register for membership and classes:
From your web browser:
a) Enter www.olli.uga.edu into the address bar.
b) Select MEMBERS AREA in the top right hand corner.
c) Select the red REGISTRATION button.
d) You will be taken to the Sign-in Page in the registration site.
e) Sign in to “Existing Account” by entering your Username and Password in the top two
boxes.
Note:
• If you are not signed in, you will not be able to add items to your cart.
• If you have forgotten your username and password, you will be able to request a new one
using the prompts provided.
If you are not currently a member, create a new account by scrolling to the bottom of the page
and filling in the information under Create New Account. As soon as you have created your account,
please purchase a membership so that you will be ready to add classes when class registration
opens.
Membership:
• If your membership expired on or before June 30, 2022, you will need to add a membership
to your cart before you can select any classes.
• If your membership expires on December 31, 2022 or June 30, 2023, you will be able to add
items directly to your cart.
Adding classes:
• Registration for the classes starts Wednesday, July 20, at 10:00AM
• On the registration site, select how you want to take your classes (‘In-Person’ or ‘Zoom’)
• Classes are then listed by week, and alphanumerically.
• To select a class click the Add to Cart button - this will place your class in your cart.
• To add more classes, preview your cart, then click the Continue Shopping button to return
to the registration pages to select another class.
• Classes are open for registration until the day before the class meets.
Checking out:
• Once you have registered for all the classes you wish to take, click on your Cart and follow
the prompts to check out.
• You may return to the registration site at any time to enroll in more classes.
• If you are using a public computer, please remember to log out when you have finished the
registration process.
Don’t like registering online?
• We accept paper registration forms by mail but cannot guarantee the availability of classes
if delivery of your form is delayed.
• A copy of the registration form can be found at https://t.uga.edu/6PB
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How to use Zoom
About 15-30 minutes before your class is scheduled to begin, you will receive an email from OLLI@
UGA with a link to your Zoom meeting and instructions for using Zoom on your desktop or laptop
computer. These instructions are reproduced below. Videos showing how to use Zoom on any device
are available on the OLLI@UGA YouTube Channel.
Using Zoom on your desktop or laptop computer:
Click the Zoom link in the email from olli@uga.edu. Your default browser (e.g., Chrome, Firefox,
Safari) should open automatically.
If you have never downloaded Zoom before, you will be prompted to do so:
For PC:
· Click the link that reads “download and run Zoom”.
· After your software downloads, click the Zoom.exe file at the bottom left of your browser.
· Zoom will begin to install.
For Mac:
· Click the link that reads “download and run Zoom”.
· Your new software will be located in your Downloads folder as a PKG or DMG file. Double-click
this file.
· Zoom will begin to install
Zoom will launch, prompting you to enter your name. Please enter your full first and last names so we
can verify your registration, then click “Join Meeting”.
If the host and presenter are still preparing for the class when you join, you may be placed in a waiting
room for a few minutes. Once you’re admitted to the meeting room, click “Join with Computer
Audio.”
Your microphone may be muted upon entry, and your camera turned off when you enter the room. To
be heard and seen, click the options to “Unmute” and “Start Video” at the bottom left of the Zoom
window. You’re now ready to begin!
Tips for enjoying (and helping others enjoy) a Zoom meeting:
Please mute you microphone if you are not speaking. Background noise (doors opening and closing,
phones ringing, dogs barking, laundry machines, dishwashers, microwaves, or microphone feedback
in general) may not seem distracting to you but it may be for other participants. If a host mutes your
microphone, please do not unmute yourself until you’ve eliminated the noise.
Please be sure that your face is no more than 3 feet away from your microphone so that we can hear
any questions or comments you may have. You may also click the Chat icon at the bottom of the Zoom
window (PC / Mac) to open the chat window where you can type your questions or comments for the
host to read aloud.
If your camera is on, please be dressed appropriately. If you are not appropriately dressed, feel free to
leave your camera off. We’ll understand.
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How to get the most out of your Hybrid Class
With Hybrid Classes, there are participants in the room as well as online. If you are participating
online, please follow the instructions below for the best experience.

— Set up your Zoom as instructed on the previous page.
— Use the button in the top right corner of your Zoom window to select Gallery view. This will allow
you to see all the participants.
— From the participant videos, find the video screen labeled OLLI@UGA SWIVL
— Click on the three dots in the top right hand corner and select Pin.
— This will allow you to hear and see the speaker.
— You can use either the chat function or ask questions at the appropriate points.
— If you don’t hear a question asked by someone in the room, please ask the presenter to repeat it.
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Sponsors
Wesley Woods of Athens
Trumps Catering
Boom Magazine
A Bridge: Aging Life Care Management
Fortson, Bentley, and Griffin, P.A.
Carolyn Abney, Keller Williams, Greater Athens
Cindy Karp Realty
Uncommon Gourmet
WUGA Radio

Thank you for your support!
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